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TITLE

BEX IV: Loyal Heights Elementary School Project:
Value Engineering Report, State Funding Assistance
II.

For Introduction: October 21, 2015
For Action:
November 4, 2015

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) Form D-7, Application to Proceed
with Bid Opening, requires the School Board’s acceptance of the Value Engineering Report
(a.k.a. Value Analysis), and the Architect’s Response and Recommendation Matrix.
III. FISCAL IMPACT / REVENUE SOURCE
Action helps to secure an estimated $1.6 million in State Funding Assistance for the project. This
item does not represent a specific expenditure.
Expenditure: N/A

One-time

Annual

IV. POLICY IMPLICATION
Policy No. 6100, Revenues from Local, State, and Federal Sources, states, “It is the policy of the
Seattle School Board to pursue systematically those funding opportunities that are consistent with
district priorities from federal, state, and local governmental units, as well as from private and
foundation sources,” and “the Board agrees to comply with all federal and state requirements that
may be a condition for the receipt of federal or state funds.”
V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move that the School Board accept the Value Engineering Report, dated June, 2015, and the
Architect’s Response and Recommendation Matrix, dated July 31, 2015, for the Loyal Heights
Elementary School project.
VI. BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
This motion was discussed at the Operations Committee meeting on October 15, 2015. The
Committee reviewed the motion and moved the item forward to the full Board with a
recommendation for approval.
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VII.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

During the weeks of June 8, 2015 to June 12, 2015, Sazan Group, Inc. performed an independent
Value Engineering (a.k.a Value Analysis) study of the Schematic Design for the Loyal Heights
Elementary School, as developed by BLRB Architects. The study was undertaken by a team of
professional architects, engineers, and cost estimators who analyzed the design and developed
suggestions for adding value to the project. Value Engineering is defined by the Washington
Administrative Code (WAC) 392-343-080 as:
o a cost control technique which is based on the use of a systematic, creative
analysis of the functions of the facility with the objective of identifying
unnecessary high costs or functions and/or identifying cost savings that may
result in high maintenance and operation costs.
The Value Analysis suggestions were accepted if they added value and/or reduced costs without
negatively affecting educational programs and goals or the long-term quality of the building. The
study provided the design team and District with information and strategies necessary to keep
construction costs within budget.
The Value Analysis consultant made 39 different value recommendations, of which 24 had
potential cost savings, but 16 were rejected for various reasons, including not meeting District
educational and program goals, District maintenance goals, or District sustainability goals. The
total anticipated cost savings from the suggested proposals that the design team and District
accepted is approximately $2,850,000.
VIII.

STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Per WAC 392-343-080, the State requires the School Board to accept or reject the proposals as
outlined in the Value Engineering Report, prepared by Roen Associates Inc., for all projects
larger than 50,000 square feet. According to the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and BEX
standards, Value Analysis is an industry best practice for large construction projects, regardless
of state funding assistance requirements.
IX. ALTERNATIVES
Do not accept the Value Engineering Report and implementation of the report: This is not
recommended. If Board acceptance is not approved, it would delay the issuance of the form D-8
which allows the District to open bids and could impact the District in receiving State Funding
Assistance. Not having the ability to open bids could potentially have a negative impact on the
BEX IV program schedule.
X.
•
•
•

RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS
WAC 392-343-080: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=392-343-080
WAC 392-344-065: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=392-344-065
American Institute of Architects (AIA): www.aia.org
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XI. TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community involvement in the Loyal Heights Elementary School replacement project follows
the Community Outreach Plan. The Value Engineering study does not specifically require
community review.
XII. ATTACHMENTS
•
•

Value Engineering Summary Report dated June 2015
Architect’s Response and Recommendation Matrix dated July 31, 2015
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Seattle Public Schools
Seattle, WA
June 2015

Prepared for:

Seattle Public Schools

Prepared by:
Contact:

Säzän Group, Inc.
Steven Paget, CVS, LEED BD+C
Senior Value Specialist and Facilitator
206.576.7233

July 24, 2015
Steven Moore, Construction Manager
Capital Projects and Planning
Seattle School District No. 1
2445 Third Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98134
Re:

Loyal Heights
Value Engineering Final Study Report

Dear Steven:
Transmitted herewith is an electronic copy of the final Value Engineering Study Report
for the above referenced project for your use and records. The project team’s
preliminary cost reduction analysis has been incorporated into the report as an exhibit.
Thank you for your assistance in supporting and coordinating the VE effort. Should you
have any questions please telephone me at 206.576.7233.
Sincerely,
Säzän Group, Inc.

Steven Paget, CVS, LEED BD+C
Director, Building Analysis & Optimization

cc: Eric Becker, Seattle Public Schools
Les Gerstmann, BLRB Architects
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1.0 Introduction
Introduction
A Value Engineering (VE) workshop was conducted to review the Schematic Design documents for the Loyal
Heights Elementary Modernization and Additions project from June 8 to June 12, 2015. The client is Seattle
Public Schools (SPS) and BLRB Architects is the prime A/E consultant. Säzän Group is the lead consultant
and facilitator of the VE study. Representatives from SPS, BLRB and the Säzän VE team (VET) participated in
the kick-off meeting of the workshop on June 8, 2015. The study was conducted in accordance with the SAVE
International value methodology six-step job plan and the Washington State WACs 392-343-080 and 392-344065. A formal presentation of the workshop findings and recommendations was given to the SPS and BLRB
project team on June 16.
Study Timing
The VE study was held following completion of the schematic design documents. The schematic cost estimate
was submitted to the District just prior to the beginning of the VE study. The project schedule is to complete
design development in November 2015 and construction documents in September 2016, open bids in January
2017 and commence construction in February 2017. The VE study occurred concurrently with the District
review of the schematic design.
Value Methodology
The VE process is an independent third-party review typically completed during early design development in
the project design cycle to identify and document alternative solutions to project requirements which can
improve performance relative to investment. The workshop follows the value methodology six-step job plan
beginning with the information phase in a kick-off meeting with the client, design team and key stakeholders,
progresses through function analysis, design and cost assessment, creative speculation, alternatives
evaluation and development, and concludes with a presentation of study results to the project team and other
key stakeholders.
The focus of the information phase is to give the VET an understanding of the program priorities, operations,
budget, issues to be considered and goals for the study. The function analysis phase develops an
understanding of the underlying functions the project must deliver to achieve the program objectives. Creative
speculation identifies solutions to potential deficiencies and opportunities to enhance project value.
Evaluation selects ideas with sufficient merit to warrant further analysis. In the development phase, ideas
selected for development into alternatives are analyzed and documented in workbooks for inclusion in the
study report. Based on the analysis, the VET makes a recommendation on the disposition of each alternative.
At the conclusion of the workshop, the VET makes a presentation of findings and recommendations to the
project team and other key stakeholders.
Workshop Scope and Objectives
The purpose of the VE review is to achieve optimum project performance relative to the investment. The
overarching VE assessment objectives include confirming that the program functions are being met, improving
project quality, performance and sustainability, and reducing project initial and life-cycle costs. Outcomes are
more cost-effective designs, early identification of deficiencies and omissions, and resolution of mismatches
between performance and cost.
The primary workshop scope for the Loyal Heights Elementary Modernization and Additions project was
identified as an evaluation of Schematic Design set, associated documents and supporting cost estimates. The
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study focus was primarily on the architectural and structural relationship between the existing building and a
new 3rd floor addition, mechanical system design and addition of mechanical basements, and site
improvements on a tight urban site.
The June 4 schematic cost report that the estimated maximum allowable construction cost (MACC) is
approximately $10 million or 36% over budget put an emphasis in the VE workshop on identifying significant
cost reduction measures.
Specific objectives identified for the workshop include:
• Identify large cost reductions
• Alternative addition configurations
• Area and layout options for basement mechanical rooms
• Evaluate use of geopiers versus removal and replacement of unsuitable soils relative to cost and risk
• Evaluate elimination of heat recovery units where not life cycle cost-effective
• Apply Energy Use Index (EUI) goal of 20 only to addition and upgrade existing building to a lower EUI
• Address relative impact on EUI of alternatives and on LCC
• Identify site and stormwater cost reductions
• Evaluate if utilizing existing interstitial spaces is cost effective
Evaluation Criteria
The VET defined several criteria by which to evaluate the VE alternatives based on the project goals and study
objectives. These include:
• Reducing cost without adversely reducing or impacting program
• Supports achieving the project goals
• Responds to the VE study objectives
• Does not excessively impact the project design schedule
The criteria was considered when selecting potential VE alternatives to assess and in evaluation of the
alternatives.
Study Team
The VET team members were selected for technical expertise in their discipline, the ability to hold a broad
perspective spanning the full project scope, knowledge of the project type and their creative ability to identify
alternative solutions achieving the functional, performance and cost objectives of the project. The team
members include:
Team lead and facilitator:
Study assistant:
Cost/Construction analysis:
Architectural:
Civil:
Structural:
Mechanical:
Electrical:

Steven Paget, CVS, LEED AP BD+C, Säzän Group
Tera Cyphert, Säzän Group
Brad Sayre, AVS, BSC
Don Brubeck, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Bassetti Architects
Nicole Hernandez, P.E., LEED AP, LPD Engineering
Sandro Kodama, P.E., S.E., Quantum Consulting Engineers
Tom Neely, Säzän Group
Brad Megee, P.E., LEED AP, Säzän Group

Contact information for each team member is listed in the Workshop Attendee List in Appendix G Workshop
Information.
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Study Results
Key Findings
The VET evaluated the design relative to: project goals achieved; functions served; technical considerations,
constraints and issues; performance; risk factors; budget and estimated cost; and project delivery. The results
of the VET’s evaluation of the design are summarized below.
Overall, the team found that the design is meeting the programmatic requirements with good adjacencies and
circulation while integrating the new facility with the original building on a tight urban site. The VET identified
the following key findings we wish to highlight:
• Estimate does not yet reflect the full scope, complexity and probable cost of construction
• Adding the 3rd floor addition to the 1932 building is triggering numerous requirements and design
elements which significantly increases the project cost. These include –
- Removal of existing concrete and wood roof structures, including supporting the exterior walls
- Punching support structure through the existing building to new foundation footings
- Over-excavation of unsuitable soils under the existing building for new footings
- May trigger additional structure and seismic upgrade to the existing structure
- Set-backs to satisfy Landmarks board and neighborhood are creating opportunity and cost to add
green and paver roofs
- Results in an inefficient, single-loaded corridor layout
- Significantly increases construction risk and schedule
• Project targeted net-to-gross area ratio is .68 whereas the baseline design actual is closer to .4 due to the
inefficiencies of the existing building, 3rd floor addition and mechanical spaces
• Percentage of mechanical area of 20,201 s.f. relative to the program area of 62,539 s.f. is approximately
30%, and relative to the total building area of 104,825 s.f., is approximately 20%
• Design to use individual VAHRUs located in the basement zoned to ventilate each floor of each wing, to
not use the corridors for horizontal distribution of ductwork, and the layout of VAHRUs and ACHRUs
around the new and existing column spacing in the basement has several impacts –
- Introduces constructability challenges of shoring, excavation and construction of new basement area
under the existing building
- Poses risk of unknown conditions, e.g. unforeseen buried materials, extent of unsuitable soils, actual
depths of the existing buried footings
- Utilizes potential program area for additional vertical mechanical shafts
- Requires more VAHRUs to maintain
- Adds significant risk, schedule duration and cost
• Cost to develop mechanical basements is approximately $2 million, including lowering existing basement
area, new basement under the existing east wing, and the basement of the new west wing
• Applying an Energy Utilization Intensity (EUI) target of 20 equally to the new addition and the existing
building modernization is very aggressive and expensive
- Federal government 2015 EUI target for new elementary schools is 25
- Existing building has inherent energy use factors that cannot be mitigated, e.g. massive thermal
bridging between the concrete floor structure and concrete and brick exterior envelope conducting
energy between the interior and the exterior
• Design is not taking full advantage of the effectiveness of the existing ventilation system and the building’s
thermal mass
• Design for the addition includes large expanses of south and west facing glazing, including at noninstructional space
• Installing 138 geothermal wells and routing hydronic pipe homeruns to the manifold on the available site
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area will be difficult; require coordination with existing and new utilities and the stormwater detention pipes;
and take 1-2 months to drill prior to starting the balance of the site work
Electrical service is available on east side of site and the transformer and electrical room are located on
the west side, however site and building layout do not accommodate locating the transformer and electrical
room adjacent to the available service
Stormwater detention/infiltration design of ½”/hr. effective infiltration is based on one pilot infiltration test
(PIT) result indicating an infiltration rate of 3”/hr.; a Seattle Public Utilities infiltration test for bioretention
swales at the street planting strip along the south boundary of the site indicated an infiltration rate of 9”/hr.,
suggesting potential variability in effective infiltration rates across the site

Additional detail on the findings are provided in Section 4.0 Project Evaluation and Appendix D Project
Evaluation.
Key Recommendations
The VET recommends several key actions and alternatives that emerged in response to the workshop
objectives, project goals, issues and shortcomings which were identified and opportunities to improve the
project success.
• Eliminate the 3rd floor addition and implement BLRB’s Alternative A for 3rd floor classrooms at the new east
wing addition
• Eliminate the new basements and consolidate the VAHRU mechanical equipment in the existing
basement, baseline design mechanical platforms, and a mechanical penthouse (if necessary)
• Consider using an air-to-water heat pump located in a mechanical penthouse (if consolidation of the
VAHRU mechanical equipment is not feasible)
• Consider restoring the existing breather walls of the original building for distribution of ventilation air
• Reduce the percentage of glazing, particularly at south and west facing elevations, and prioritize use of
glazing at instructional areas
• Revise the EUI target by establishing a realistic average EUI value for the existing and new construction
• Frame the roof structures of the gym, dining assembly area and kitchen at one elevation
• Use a radiant floor slab and dedicated heat pump on the site geothermal loop for heating and cooling of
the childcare building
• Conduct site investigations Summer 2015 to confirm locations and subgrade elevations of existing
concrete walls and footings, and extent of unsuitable soils below the existing building
• Conduct additional site infiltration tests to guide sizing and placement of the stormwater
detention/infiltration pipes and bioretention raingardens
• Install a geothermal test well Summer 2015 and monitor performance for sizing of the geothermal well field
Several of the key recommendations outlined above are discussed in Section 5.0 Value Improvement
Alternatives. Section 5.0 presents several key alternatives the VET recommends for acceptance or serious
consideration. Detailed back-up for the value improvement alternatives is provided in Appendix B Value
Improvement Alternatives. The project team’s formal response to the VET findings and recommendations is
included in Appendix A Owner Implementation.

3.0 Background
Project Description
The purpose of the Loyal Heights Elementary Modernization and Additions project is to create a 21st century
learning environment while preserving and modernizing the historic school and adding new facilities to meet
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the District program criteria and create programming opportunities to serve 660 students. The historic school,
listed as a City of Seattle Landmark, was originally built in 1932, with a wing added in 1946. The school
currently serves 460 K-5 students in the 34,000 s.f. two-story facility (plus a 3,500 s.f. of mechanical basement)
and seven portables. The 2.75 acre site covers a full city block in the Loyal Heights District in the Ballard
neighborhood of Seattle. The school has a long history of close community involvement in the neighborhood
elementary.
The modernized and new facility will continue to serve K-5 students, as well as include a separate child care
facility for 100 students attached to the new addition. Elementary facilities will include general classrooms;
shared learning commons; art, science and flex classrooms; special education rooms; computer labs; music
rooms; library; gymnasium; a stage opening to the cafeteria/assembly area; warming kitchen; teacher facilities;
administration offices; circulation and support spaces. The building area will increase to 91,246 s.f. of program
area and 13,579 of mechanical basement for a total area of 104,825 s.f.
Building modernization includes refurbishing of the exterior brick and cast concrete, and replacement of
flashings and the roofing. The existing windows, replaced in 2008, will be retained. The exterior walls will be
insulated and receive an air and vapor barrier. Interior work in the existing building includes removal of most
finishes; new walls and ceilings for programming changes; new flooring and other finishes; and new fixtures
and specialties. Signature elements of the historic building will be preserved. Structural changes are
associated with supporting a 3rd floor addition and adding mechanical basement area under the existing
building. New electrical, low voltage, lighting, audio, fire protection, plumbing and HVAC is provided
throughout. The HVAC system consists of heat recovery ventilation and heat recovery air condition units
located in the basement serving VAV units and displacement ventilation zoned on each floor. Heating is
provided by a hydronic loop served by a geothermal ground-source heat pump.
The new additions include a 3rd floor addition, a west wing and a south addition. The new one-story childcare
center is attached to the east elevation of the south addition. The additions are planned as structural concrete
and steel construction using brace frames. The envelope includes brick masonry, CMU block, metal panel,
storefront and curtainwall glazing. Roofing includes low slope membrane, green roof and pavers over a
membrane. Interior finishes are typical for an elementary school environment and consistent with the
modernization. The mechanical system is an extension of the system planned for the modernization. Electrical
and low voltage are typical for a school with standard distribution and low-voltage systems, LED lighting
throughout, and audio enhancement. An elevator serving all floors and the basement is included as part of the
west addition. New food service equipment are included for the new kitchen.
Site improvements include preservation of landscape and hardscape elements of a neighborhood-installed
park, preservation of existing signature trees and landscaping at the street frontage, hardsurface play area,
play equipment, landscaping, and raingardens. A central courtyard is created by placement of the building
addition on two sides of the existing L-shaped building. A new service yard and loading dock replaces the
former delivery area in the corner of the L-shape of the building. Utilities include new electrical service, water
and sanitary connections, and a stormwater detention/infiltration pipe structure. The site will also include
approximately 138 geothermal wells and hydronic homerun piping to a manifold at the building.
The facility is designed to the 2012 International Building Code and 2012 Washington State Energy Code.
Sustainable design features are incorporated in accordance with the Washington Sustainable Schools Protocol
(WSSP). The project is targeting 81 credits out of 119 on the WSSP scorecard and incorporates a high level of
sustainable design strategies in each credit category. The facility is being designed with an Energy Utilization
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Intensity (EUI) target of 20.
The Loyal Heights Elementary Modernization and Additions MACC budget is $26.8 million. The schematic
design MACC estimate dated June 4, 2015 is $36.7 million, plus GC/CM fee, general conditions, bonding and
preconstruction services allowance totaling $2.7 million, for a total contract cost of $39.4 million. The current
schedule is to commence construction in February 2017 and occupy the facilities in July 2018.
Project Goals
Goals for the project outlined in the program and design documentation and by the project team include:
• Provide 91,000 s.f. of program area for a K-5 4-track academic program serving 660 students
• Design in accordance with the Seattle Public Schools Guiding Principles of Design: Learner-Centered
Environment; Personalized Environment; Program Adaptability; Community Connections; Aesthetics;
Collaboration; Sustainability
• Provide a high quality indoor environment including extensive daylighting and a high quality of indoor air
• Achieve an Energy Utilization Intensity (EUI) target of 20
• Incorporate a high level of sustainable design strategies and features
• Partner with the community in developing the design concept
• Integrate the new construction and modernization with the historic character of the Landmark building
• Preserve the open, historic character of the library meeting room
• Complete the project within the $26.8 million budget
Key Functions
Following the study informational meeting and a review of the project documentation, the VET identified
programmatic and facility functions the project must ultimately deliver to meet the program and project
requirements and goals. The team analyzed the functional requirements and relationships between functions
to better understand the project requirements. The key basic, supporting and criteria functions identified
include:
• House Program
• Organize Interior
• Organize Site
• Access Site/Building
• Enclose Space
• Support Load
• Conserve Energy
• Circulate Occupants
• Distribute Power
• Condition Space
• Enhance Audio
• Illuminate Space
• Manage Stormwater
• Preserve Landmark
• Engage Community
• Construct Project
The functions listed above were used by the VET to guide and organize the generation of creative ideas. A full
list of identified functions is included in Appendix C Function Analysis. The VET evaluated how well the project
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design is achieving the functional performance. The assessment informed development of several of the value
improvement alternatives derived from the creative ideas generated by the VET.
Constraints and Issues
At the introductory meeting for the study, the project team identified several constraints and issues that have
defined and impacted the project.
Constraints include:
• Tight 2.7 acre urban site
• Location of the original buildings and the associated site elevations
• Layout and structure of the original buildings
• Maintain an inner courtyard
• Minimize overall building footprint to maximize outdoor play area
• Landmark preservation designation of the building interior and exterior and the site
• Of nine trees designated as “exceptional,” five are identified to be preserved
• Preserve row of “significant” trees in SDOT right-of-way (ROW) if possible
• Meet District program requirements for a 660 student elementary
• Main 3rd floor set-backs for new addition
• Follow Seattle Public Schools’ Green Resolution Policy
Issues include:
• Preserving adequate playground and open space while increasing building size from 30,000 to 90,000 s.f.
• Bus and parent drop-off/pick-up on street is tight and congested
• Accommodating grading for District-required raised loading dock
• Grade change between main entrance and the floor level of the administration level
• Coordination of construction schedule with Seattle Public Utilities’ raingarden project in the ROW
landscape strip
• Site infiltration and on-site management of stormwater
• Fitting geothermal wells on site and coordinating wells and hydronic distribution with other site utilities
• Structure for carrying load of 3rd floor addition to foundation
• Soil bearing of 3,000 psi while existing loads are approximately 6,000 psi per existing structural design,
therefore cannot add load to existing footings
• Pocket of unsuitable soils requires removal
• Removal and replacement of unsuitable soils for new footings under the existing building
• Adding footings under the existing building without undermining support of existing footings
• Challenge to provide passive natural ventilation and indoor comfort
• Distribution of ventilation without adversely impacting historic quality of high ceiling
• Challenge to achieve EUI goal of 20 at a reasonable cost
• Percentage of glazed area relative to balance of daylighting, energy use and cost
• Sunshading of large areas of south and west glazing
The VET considered these constraints and issues in evaluating the project design and cost estimate.
Additional background information on the project is included in Appendix E Background Documents.
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4.0 Project Evaluation
The VET reviewed the Schematic Design documents from the perspective of design professionals familiar with
the design and construction of similar project types. The team utilized several analytical means to evaluate the
project design and cost estimate. These included: peer review and site observation of project elements;
function analysis of project requirements; design review; and construction estimate and project delivery
evaluation.
The project presents several unique challenges. Foremost of these is increasing the building area by almost
two-thirds while minimizing the overall footprint on a small, 2.7 acre urban site. Related to this is a 3rd floor
addition that requires transferring the structural load to bearing soils under the existing building. The work is
complicated by the historic character of the building, Landmark preservation status and associated
requirements. The project goal to achieve a EUI of 20 calls for the use of a geothermal ground-source heat
pump to minimize energy use for building conditioning. Installing the required number of geothermal wells on
the tight site will be difficult. The mechanical design utilizes heat recovery ventilation units and heat recovery
air conditioning units installed in the existing and new basement spaces. The basement area for mechanical is
increased by 10,000 s.f., with a portion of this located under the existing structure. Excavation, shoring and
construction of the new basement spaces are costly and carry a high level of construction risk.
Cost Analysis
The project MACC budget was presented at the VE study kick-off meeting as being $26.8 million and it was
clarified that this budget is fixed. To evaluate the budget and MACC, the VET reviewed the information
presented at the kick-off presentation, June 4, 2015 MACC Schematic Estimate and supporting engineering
estimates, and the Schematic Design documents. The VET evaluation drew on experience with capital budgets
and construction cost estimating. The team utilized a database of local construction costs and professional
experience with estimate preparation and mark-up percentages to assess the current working estimate for
errors, omissions and variances from recent construction market pricing.
The MACC estimate at $36.7 million reveals a $10 million budget gap. Additionally, the $36.7 million does not
include the $2.7 million GC/CM fee, general conditions, bonding and preconstruction services allowance. After
reviewing the scope and estimate, the VET is of the opinion that the MACC does not yet fully represent the full
complexity of the work identified in the June 1, 2015 Schematic Design documents.
Key budget and cost observations and comments of the VET include:
• Unit costs presented in the estimate are generally in keeping with recent marketplace pricing with several
differences ( these are noted in the estimate review appendix)
• Complexity of scope and construction are not reflected in several cost areas and the general conditions
allowance
• It appears that there are several discrepancies and duplications between the Robinson estimate and the
engineers’ estimates in a number of categories, including earthwork, seismic upgrade, covered play area,
kitchen equipment and contingencies
• There are a few scope items that are not included or are not apparent in the Robinson or engineers’
estimates including:
- 1,600 CY of spoils needing to be hauled off-site generated by drilling of 138 geo-thermal wells 300 ft.
deep
- Concrete retaining walls at loading dock
- Insulation under new slabs and at basement walls
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- Rigid insulation at exterior walls of 1932 Building
- Parapet shoring and roof deck shoring for demolition
- Reshoring of second floor deck for demolition of the roof above
- Structural brace frames
Subcontractor or bid package mark-ups are not defined and possibly not included
Subcontractors portion of the general conditions and bonding are not included
GC/CM overhead and profit, general conditions and bonding are applied below the construction cost
summation and not included in the MACC total, thereby misrepresenting the total cost of construction
Design contingency of 9% is appropriate for the schematic level of the design and complexity of the project
Escalation is being applied at an annual rate of 3.9% from June 2015 to February 2017, for a total of 6.5%;
local contracting community is currently calculating 6% to 6.5% annual escalation to the mid-point of
construction, with expectations that escalation will continue to increase over the next one to two years
Structural steel is in high demand due to the level of commercial and high rise construction in the Puget
Sound area, leading to delays in steel delivery, difficulty securing steel erection, and a higher rate of
escalation for structural steel

A reconciliation of the June 4, 2015 MACC estimate with an independent GC/CM estimate is needed to
determine the likely cost of the project. The detailed VET assessment and review comments regarding the cost
analysis can be found in Appendix D Project Evaluation.
Project Delivery and Constructability
The VET considered the project presentation and site information, Schematic Design documents and
Schematic cost estimate in evaluating the project delivery, including contract approach, schedule, and
construction logistics.
Key project delivery and constructability comments of the VET include:
• Utilization of GC/CM project delivery is very appropriate for the project given the site context, complexity
and major renovation scope
• 17 months are adequate for completing the defined scope of work
• Residential neighborhood and small site will make staging and logistics difficult and require careful
planning
• Access to the building exterior will be difficult due to preservation requirements for the site trees and
landscaping adjacent to the building
• Staging, drilling and spoils removal for approximately 138 geothermal wells will need to be virtually
complete or carefully staged before other site improvement work can commence
• Addition of the 3rd floor addition with the associated demolition of the existing roof structure, penetrations
for structural columns, shoring, footing excavation, over-excavation of unsuitable soils, and forming and
placement of concrete for new footings under the existing building will be time consuming and pose
constructability risks
• Lowering the elevation of the existing crawl space and adding new basement area under the existing
building will be time consuming and pose constructability risks
• Uncertainty about existing conditions of the building structure and about soil conditions below the building,
introduce risk to the project
• Preservation of historic elements of the original buildings dictate the need for clear construction documents
and careful planning by the GC/CM
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5.0 Value Improvement Alternatives
Following the VET’s review of background information, developing an understanding of the required functions
and evaluation of the project design and cost, the team generated a list of 116 ideas addressing project issues
and opportunities to improve project value. The team used the list of functions identified during function
analysis to guide and organize the generation of ideas. This initial list of ideas was scored by the team using
the project goals and study objectives as guidelines. Twenty-seven ideas were identified as having sufficient
merit to warrant further assessment and selected for analysis and documentation as project alternatives. The
remaining ideas were either incorporated into the documented alternatives, presented as design suggestions,
noted to be considered later by the project team or deemed as not warranting further attention.
Key Recommended Alternatives
The VET recommends the following alternatives which respond to the workshop objectives, project goals, issues
and opportunities to improve the project success are accepted or given serious consideration.
Conserve Energy
CE-2 Complete life-cycle cost benefit analyses on individual energy conservation measures, e.g. shading
devices, fenestration, thermal insulation, etc., early in design development (design suggestion) is recommended
to test individual energy conservation measures before a comprehensive energy model is prepared.
CE-3 Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls (cost neutral and likely a cost avoidance) is
recommended to provide superior filling of voids and serving additionally as an air barrier.
CE-8 Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard (cost avoidance of $75,000); CE-9 Reduce glazing at south
wall of gym (cost avoidance of $78,000); CE-10 Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor (cost avoidance
of $111,000); and CE-11 Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area (cost avoidance of $47,000), are
recommended for a total cost avoidance of $311,000 to reduce expense, solar gain and glare.
Condition Space
CS-30 Set separate EUI benchmark goals for the renovation and for the new construction (design suggestion) is
recommended as a more realistic means for evaluating the energy utilization intensity of the existing building
which has structural elements that act as thermal bridges, inherently reducing the building energy efficiency.
CS-32 Use radiant floor heating in childcare building (design suggestion) is recommend to provide a superior
method for conditioning a childcare space where occupants’ use is on and close to the floor level.
Organize Interior
OI-88 Implement Alternative A (cost avoidance of $2,675,000) is recommended. The BLRB alternative to locate
the 3rd floor addition at the west addition significantly reduces cost and risk, while improving space efficiency in
the design.
OI-93 Locate electrical room on 1st floor (cost avoidance of $29,000) is recommended to improve placement of
electrical gear, access to the main electrical room, and easier utilization of below grade routing of the electrical
distribution.
OI-94 Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit, in the existing basement areas and balance
of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a new rooftop penthouse (cost avoidance of $2,254,000) is
recommended as a significant cost saving measure, avoidance of the risks associated with construction of
mechanical basements below the existing building, and placement of the mechanical units closer to the point of
use.
Support Load
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Value Engineering Study
Loyal Heights Elementary School
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

SL-106 Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with structural CMU walls (for a cost
avoidance of $99,000) and SL-108 Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation (cost
avoidance of $96,000) are recommended for improved cost, schedule and constructability.
SL-112 Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural backfill (cost avoidance of
$92,000) is recommended at the addition to reduce cost.
All documented alternatives are listed on the Value Improvement Matrix, including the estimated cost and the
VET’s recommended action for each alternative. Design suggestions which have not been written up are also
listed on the matrix with recommendations. The complete list of ideas generated by the VET is included on the
Creative Idea List. It is recommended that the project team review the full list of ideas generated to determine if
other ideas warranty further investigation. Both lists and detailed workbooks documenting each alternative are
included in Appendix B Value Improvement Alternatives.
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Appendix A
Owner Preliminary Implementation Analysis
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PROJECT
DISTRICT
LOCATION
ESTIMATE
DATE

Loyal Heights Elementary Modernization & Addition
Seattle Public Schools
2511 80th Avenue, Seattle
Schematic Design Cost Reduction Review
July 7, 2015

Schematic Design Estimate (6/8/15) ‐ Subtotal Direct Cost

$29,167,917

Total Reductions from Accepted Items (below)

$5,470,362

SubTotal Direct Costs (with reductions)
Price Escalation (Start 1/30/2017)
Design & Estimating Contingency

6.5%
9.0%

Negotiated Support Services
MACC Contingency

5.0%

Total Cost of Work
Total MACC
Revised EUI Target

$23,697,555

$1,540,341
$2,132,780

$27,370,676

$950,000
$1,368,534

investigate

$29,689,209
20

ü Items included in Alternate E
Item No. Description

Amount

EUI
"X" Adjustmt

Architectural
$1,315,198

x

Change Curtainwall to Storefront at New Building

$36,900

x

A‐3

Change Curtainwall to Storefront at Courtyard N Wall

$30,586

x

A‐4

Delete Roof Structure Demolition

$164,960

x
x

A‐1

Implement Alternate E

A‐2

A‐5

Change Brick to Jumbo Brick

$21,724

A‐6

Change Brick to Ground Face CMU Veneer

$54,310

A‐7

Delete Trombe Wall

A‐8

Delete Vertical Sunscreens

A‐9

Delete Horizontal Sunscreens

rej

EUI Impact

$116,538

x

67% credit to allow for roller shades

$110,982

x

67% credit to allow for roller shades
ü
ü

Lower Courtyard (6.25 ft)

$25,000

A‐11

Lower Entry (6.25 ft)

$32,315

x

Narrow Commons by 6'
Delete Basement under New Building

x

$63,964
$639,574

x

A‐14

Delete New Basement at Existing Buildings

$766,484

x

A‐15

Explore minimal improvements in existing building

$533,589

x

ü

Assumes MEP is still all new, 810 to 850 sf size, additional opportunities

A‐16

Delete Flr Framing in Exist. Gym ‐ Swap SPED and Art

$145,207

A‐17

Delete Two 2nd Flr classrooms at Courtyard

$336,472

rej

A‐18

Add Penthouse Over Exist. Bldg. Infill (2500 sf)

($312,500)

x

requires item C‐4 also be included

entire 8,800 sf area; SPED basement is 2,200 sf
x

1

can't be taken with above

$73,504

A‐10

A‐13

does not include new roof structure to replace existing

x

x

A‐12

ü

can't be taken with below

thanks but sorry
program reduction
can't be taken with below
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A‐19

Mech. Mezzanines in New Building (5000 sf)

A‐20

Reduce Helifix anchors to 10' at Entries

A‐21

Resilient Gym Flooring in lieu of Athletic Wood Floor

can't be taken with above ‐ add mechanical penthouse in lieu of basement

($375,000)
$450,000

x
x

$13,000
($286,706)

x

A‐22

Add Small Basement at New Building (for HRU deletion)

A‐23

Sklights

x

investigate

A‐24

Center Addition at Outdoor Area

x

investigate

A‐25

Childcare Deletion

x

investigate, 3,200*$281=$900K

Total Reductions for Architectural

$3,718,148

Landscaping
L‐1

Delete Trellis (landscaping)

$50,000

x

L‐2

Delete Cistern

$35,000

x

L‐3

Grass in lieu of AC play surface

$29,600

L‐4

Reuse existing play equipment
Total Reductions for Landscaping

$43,000

rej

maint.
FFE

x

$128,000

Civil
($10,000)

rej

$25,000

x

C‐1

Reduce fill in Play Yard

C‐2

Assume SPU rate for infiltration

C‐3

Geo‐piers w/ Basement ‐ SD scheme (same as SL‐112)

$436,500

C‐4

Geo‐piers with no Basement ‐ Alt E

$513,000

explore further with SPU
A‐13 not included in this estimate; select both to represent total savings

x

$513,000
Mechanical
M‐1

Omit Heat Recovery in library, gym, cafeteria, music, etc.

x

$61,000

EUI impact (+) min

Maint (‐)

EUI impact (+)

comfort impact, sim to existing system. Central
AHU per floor due to zoning. MM concerned, not
typical

rej
M‐2

Eliminate displacement; use AHU’s for conventional ventilation

M‐2a

Omit displacement but keep indep stat control

$150,000
x

$60,000
x

M‐3

Consolidate AHU's

$185,000

M‐4

Use air source HP in lieu of ground loop

$865,000

Reduce size of ground loop heat exchanger

M‐5a

60% ground loop exchanger

M‐6

Use PEX piping in lieu of copper

M‐7

2

Use plastic waste vent pipe

EUI impact (+) min
EUI impact (+)

can't take option 3 is 2 is selected can take
2a….unseen savings with mechanical space needs
refining

EUI impact (+)

analysis to keep to electrical boiler, ground loop
reduction 15%

rej
x

M‐5

$175,000
x
alt

$20,000
$15,000

heat recovery in classrooms, have CO2

x

EUI impact (+)

Maint (‐)

would require gas boiler
easy bid alternate
check with shops
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x
M‐8

Electric kitchen and water heaters

M‐9

Use duct sox

re‐use existing gas service, but eliminate gas
piping, does not calc elect and kitchen equip

$20,000
rej

$9,000

M‐10

Delete BAS Interactive Dashboard

$20,000

M‐11

Delete solar heating preheat systems

$92,000

M‐12

Delete landscape water meter

M‐13

No dry sprinkler systems

M‐14

Use thinner schedule 10 fire sprinkler piping

M‐15

2‐pipe fan coil system (in lieu of BOD)

x

if remaining funds consider under maint

x

M‐16

Ground Loop Heat Pump System (in lieu of BOD)

rej
x

$1,500,000

x

$625,000

$522,000

Implement Alternate A

$2,675,000

oversight disc, option to make solar thermal
ready (stubs)
landscape has dedicated meter, BAS on main
b ilding
life cycle cost

x

$8,000

Total Reductions for Mechanical

Maint (‐)

rej

$3,200
$15,000

EUI impact (+)

EUI impact (+) maj (40)
EUI impact (+) min

gas boiler system, longer duct run options
Maint (‐)

indiv heat pumps, greater SF space, not as good
as BOD. Know system in district.

VE Items
OI‐88

rej

CE‐13

Delete Phase Change Material

$180,000

x

MS‐81

Delete Green Roof

$162,170

x

ES‐61

Delete Student Gardens & Rooftop Pavers

$6,800

x

OI‐93
ES‐56
CE‐8

Move Electrical Service to 1st Floor
Delete VB on Existing Ext. Walls
Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard

$24,157
$16,500
$3,763

x

CE‐9

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym

$20,677

x

CE‐11

Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area

$19,763

x

CE‐12

Reduce glazing at east elevation

$15,652

x

CE‐13

Reduce glazing at west elevation classrooms

$29,788

x

CE‐14

Reduce glazing at west elevation entry

$13,944

x

SL‐105

Wood‐frame construction‐Addition

SL‐106

Wood/CMU structure at gym, dining and kitchen

SL‐108

Reduce ht./flush gym, dining & kitchen roofs

SL‐109

Use wood‐frame construction at childcare addition

OS‐102

Retain existing playground

Assumes curtain wall already change to storefront (all glazing items)

x

$0
$96,000

does not address pavers

x
x

$200,000

alternate design option, but adopted recommendation of 3 floor removal.

limits the pool of bidders, increase risk of QA/QC, investigating

rej
x

$15,000

x

$417,000

rej

limits the pool of bidders, increase risk of QA/QC, investigating

$589,214
Green text indicates cost figure from Sazan's draft VE report on June 23, 2015
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Appendix B
Value Improvement Alternatives
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VALUE IMPROVEMENT MATRIX
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

Function
Idea No

June 2015

Idea

VE Team
Recommendation &
Proposed Amt

Potential

Conserve Energy
CE-1
CE-2

CE-3
CE-4
CE-5

CE-8
CE-9
CE-10
CE-11
CE-12
CE-13

Complete a life cycle cost analysis of the Trombe wall.
Complete life-cycle cost benefit analyses on individual
energy conservation measures, e.g. shading devices,
fenestration, thermal insulation, etc., early in design
Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls.
(Includes ES-56)
Model ratio of exterior solid wall assemblies and
fenestration to optimize thermal performance.
At courtyards, eliminate sunshades where less
effective and increase solar heat gain coefficient of
glazing.
Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.
Reduce glazing at south wall of gym.
Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.
Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.
Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.
Model life cycle cost benefit of thermal phase change
ceiling tiles relative to existing thermal mass of space
and eliminate if pay back is less than 10 years.

DS
DS

A
A

$0

A

DS

A

DS

C

-$75,000
-$78,000
-$111,000
-$47,000
-$38,000
DS

A
A
A
A
A
A

DS

C

-$898,000

C

DS

A

DS
-$1,202,000

A
C

-$1,202,000

-$76,000

C

-$76,000

$15,000

A

$15,000

$0

-$75,000
-$78,000
-$111,000
-$47,000
-$38,000

Construct Project
CP-116 Evaluate estimate and constructability.

Condition Space
CS-19 Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units

CS-30
CS-32
CS-45

CS-115

(VAHRUs) and increase use of ductwork for ventilation
distribution. (Includes CS-25)
Set separate EUI benchmark goals for the renovation
and for the new construction.
Use radiant floor heating in childcare building.
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and
cooling in lieu of geothermal wells and water-to-water
heat pump.
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation
system. (Includes CS-20)

-$898,000

Distribute Power
DP-52 Use generator for life-safety back-up power.
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Function
Idea No

Idea

DP-53 Use central inverter for life safety back-up power.

Potential

VE Team
Recommendation &
Proposed Amt

$22,000

R

DS

A

ES-56 Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete

-$16,000

A

-$16,000

ES-61 Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)

-$90,000

A

-$90,000

DS

A

-$8,000

A

DS

A

$3,000
DS
-$274,000

R
A
A

-$2,675,000
NP
-$29,000
-$2,254,000

A
R
A
A

-$2,675,000

-$359,000

C

-$359,000

SL-105 Use wood-frame construction at addition south of

-$82,000

C

-$82,000

SL-106 Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and

-$99,000

A

-$99,000

$0

Enhance Audio
EA-70 Confirm acoustical performance of thermal phase

change ceiling tiles.

Enclose Space
walls. (Included in CE-03)

Illuminate Space
IS-62

Model placement and effectiveness of skylights early in
design development.
IS-69 Use low voltage lighting control relay panels in lieu of
building management system (BMS) contactor lighting
controls.

-$8,000

Manage Stormwater
MS-71 Locate stormwater detention/infiltration pipes based on

additional soil infiltration tests.
MS-72 Use pervious asphalt at play area.
MS-76 Include green roof in drainage design calculations.
MS-81 Delete green roof.

$0
-$274,000

Organize Interior
OI-88
OI-92
OI-93
OI-94

Implement Alternative A.
Locate electrical room on east side of building.
Locate electrical room on 1st floor.
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs)
that fit in the existing basement areas and balance of
units in baseline mechanical platforms and a new
rooftop penthouse. (Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL103, SL-111)

-$29,000
-$2,254,000

Organize Site
OS-102 Retain existing playground and park developments and

add new site improvements north of playground.

Support Load
gridline H.3.

kitchen areas with structural CMU walls.
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Function
Idea No

Idea

SL-108 Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at

one elevation. (Includes ES-54)
SL-109 Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.
SL-112 Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of overexcavation and structural backfill.
SL-113 Show on drawings the temporary shoring required at
existing building basement excavation.
A
PA
C
DS
R
NP

Potential

VE Team
Recommendation &
Proposed Amt

-$96,000

A

-$96,000

-$9,000
-$92,000

C
A

-$9,000
-$92,000

DS

A

Accept
Partially Accept
Consider Further
Design Suggestion
Reject
Not Priced
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CREATIVE IDEA LIST
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
Function Idea No Resp. Score

June 2015

Idea

Conserve Energy
CE-1

DS

CE-2

DS

CE-3

DB

DA

CE-4

DS

CE-5

DS

CE-8
CE-9
CE-10
CE-11
CE-12

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

CE-13

DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DS

Complete a life cycle cost analysis of the Trombe wall.
Complete life-cycle cost benefit analyses on individual energy
conservation measures, e.g. shading devices, fenestration, thermal
insulation, etc., early in design development to compare options.
Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls. (Includes ES-56)
Model ratio of exterior solid wall assemblies and fenestration to optimize
thermal performance.
At courtyards, eliminate sunshades where less effective and increase
solar heat gain coefficient of glazing.
Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.
Reduce glazing at south wall of gym.
Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.
Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.
Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.
Model life cycle cost benefit of thermal phase change ceiling tiles relative
to existing thermal mass of space and eliminate if pay back is less than 10
years.

Construct Project
CP-116

BS

DA

Evaluate estimate and constructability.

Condition Space
CS-19

TN

DA

CS-30

TN

DA

CS-32

CF

CS-45

TN

DA

CS-115

TN

DA

Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) and
increase use of ductwork for ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)
Set separate EUI benchmark goals for the renovation and for the new
construction.
Use radiant floor heating in childcare building.
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of
geothermal wells and water-to-water heat pump.
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation system. (Includes
CS-20)

Distribute Power
DP-52
DP-53

BM
BM

DA
DA

Use generator for life-safety back-up power.
Use central inverter for life safety back-up power.

DS

Confirm acoustical performance of thermal phase change ceiling tiles.

Enhance Audio
EA-70

Enclose Space
ES-56

DB

DA

ES-61

NH

DA

Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete walls. (Included in CE03)
Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)
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Function Idea No Resp. Score

Idea

Illuminate Space
IS-62
IS-69

DS
BM

DA

Model placement and effectiveness of skylights early in design
development.
Use low voltage lighting control relay panels in lieu of building
management system (BMS) contactor lighting controls.

Manage Stormwater
MS-71
MS-72
MS-76
MS-81

DS
NH
NH

DA
DS
DA

Locate stormwater detention/infiltration pipes based on additional soil
infiltration tests.
Use pervious asphalt at play area.
Include green roof in drainage design calculations.
Delete green roof.

Organize Interior
OI-88
OI-92
OI-93

DB
BM
BM

DA
DA
DA

OI-94

TN

DA

Implement Alternative A.
Locate electrical room on east side of building.
Locate electrical room on 1st floor.
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing
basement areas and balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms
and a new rooftop penthouse. (Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL111)

Organize Site
OS-102

NH

DA

Retain existing playground and park developments and add new site
improvements north of playground.

Support Load
SL-105

SK

DA

SL-106

SK

DA

SL-108

DB

DA

SL-109

SK

DA

SL-112

SK

DA

SL-113

DS

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.
Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with
structural CMU walls.
Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation.
(Includes ES-54)
Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.
Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural
backfill.
Show on drawings the temporary shoring required at existing building
basement excavation.

Ideas Not Developed
CE-6

NR

CE-7
CE-14
CE-15
CE-16
CE-17
CE-18

ND
NR
ND
ND
ND
ND

CS-20

ND

At courtyards, eliminate sunshades where less efficient and use interior
shades.
Reduce glazing at non-program space.
Recover heat off of waste water.
Use solar pre-heat for hydronic hot water.
Use solar pre-heat for domestic hot water.
Decentralize domestic hot water supply.
Use heat pump domestic hot water heaters.
Reuse the existing ductwork distribution including breather walls. (Included
in CS-115)
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Function Idea No Resp. Score
CS-21

ND

CS-22
CS-23
CS-24
CS-25
CS-26
CS-27
CS-28
CS-29
CS-31
CS-33

NR
ND
ND
ND
NR
NR
ND
ND
NR
ND

CS-34

ND

CS-35
CS-36
CS-37
CS-38

NR
ND
ND
ND

CS-39

NR

CS-40

ND

CS-41
CS-42
CS-43
CS-44
DP-46
DP-47
DP-48

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
NR

DP-49

ND

DP-50

ND

DP-51

ND

ES-54

ND

ES-55

ND

ES-57
ES-58

ND
NR

ES-59

ND

ES-60

NR

IS-63

ND

IS-64
IS-65
IS-66

ND
ND
ND

Idea
Reuse breather walls and relocate registers to floor level for displacement
ventilation.
Use two redundant heat pumps and eliminate electric boiler.
Use two gas-fired condensing boilers and eliminate geothermal wells.
Reduce area of mechanical rooms.
Distribute ventilation horizontally in the corridors. (Included in CS-19)
Use a thermal fluid boiler in lieu of electric boiler.
Use a thermal fluid boiler in lieu of geothermal wells.
Delete the Trombe wall.
Use a peak load boiler and reduce quantity of geothermal wells.
Use radiant floor heating.
Add cooling phase heat pump by-pass to VAHRUs hydronic supply.
Extend breather walls to rooftop and connect to thermal chimneys and
turbine vents.
Increase area of breather wall upper registers for thermal exhaust.
Use breather wall thermal chimneys with power-assist fan(s).
Use fan-powered VAV with hydronic heating at the new addition.
Add air in-take shafts for basement VAHRUs.
Eliminate courtyard as outdoor program space and use for VAHRUs air intake shaft.
Use portion of breather walls for routing air in-take shafts for basement
VAHRUs.
Add high and low vent registers to childcare building for natural ventilation.
Add ceiling fans and relief vents at dining area.
Add ventilation and daylight roof monitors to gym and dining area.
Add operable windows to new addition classrooms.
Allow aluminum feeders for wire size 1/0 and above.
Allow aluminum windings for transformers.
Allow aluminum busses in panel and switchboards.
Allow EMT conduit for feeders 8 ft. and above finish floor level and not
exposed to potential physical damage.
Allow MC cable for lighting distribution.
Add pathway, panel/inverter space, and support structure for future
photovoltaic panels.
Reduce height of gym and dining addition. (Included in SL-108)
Add polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) liquid-applied roofing/flashing to
cornices.
Use Trespa-type wall panels on new addition.
Use insulated metal wall panels on 3rd floor addition.
Extend roof overhang for shading and weather protection at south roof
edge of gym and dining areas.
Add parapet at south roof edge of dining.
Add high relites between corridors and classrooms for borrowed light on
upper floor of existing building.
Delete skylights at dining area.
Use solar tubes at 3rd floor classrooms and delete skylights.
Use 2x2 lay-in LED fixtures at suspended ACT ceilings.
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Function Idea No Resp. Score
IS-67
IS-68
MS-73
MS-74
MS-75
MS-77
MS-78

ND
ND
ND
NR
NR
NR
NR

MS-79

ND

OI-82
OI-83
OI-84
OI-85
OI-86

ND
NR
NR
NR
NR

OI-87

NR

OI-89
OI-90
OI-91
OS-95
OS-96
OS-97

ND
NR
ND
ND
ND
ND

OS-98

ND

OS-99

ND

OS-100

ND

OS-101

ND

SL-80
SL-103

ND
ND

SL-104

ND

SL-107

ND

SL-110

NR

SL-111

ND

SL-114

ND

Idea
Use 2x2 lay-in LED fixtures in non-instructional spaces.
Use fluorescent strip fixtures in non-occupied utility spaces.
Use pervious artificial turf at open section of play area.
Use grass at open section of play area.
Add drilled drain chimneys to raingardens for infiltration.
Delete raingardens and replace with landscaping.
Delete raingardens and replace with educational garden containers.
Use half-pipe detention/infiltration structures to avoid conflicts with
geothermal wells.
Retain lockers if breather walls are retained.
Increase new addition to two stories.
Locate childcare below gym on ground floor level.
Locate gym and dining on 1st floor level.
Locate 3rd floor classrooms over childcare addition.
Shift gym and dining south and in-fill with classrooms and eliminate 3rd
floor addition.
Eliminate corridor between dining and gym.
Locate mechanical room under the existing gym.
Locate new addition mechanical units in penthouses. (Included in OI-94)
Locate electrical vault south of play area.
Locate electrical vault in sidewalk.
Route geothermal wells home runs along 26th Ave NW.
Spread out vaults and other utility installations in service yard to reduce
congestion.
Relocate tetherball courts and consolidate bike storage northeast of
service yard.
Recommend not adding site lighting in play area.
Swap locations of basketball court near childcare playground with
foursquare courts inside track for improved safety.
Delete roof-top planters. (Included in ES-61)
Locate AHRUs in roof-top penthouses. (Included in OI-94)
Use brace-frame structure at gym/dining areas with light gauge stud in-fill
walls.
Use peaked-roof truss at gym roof structure and eliminate tapered
insulation section.
Use hollow-core planks for new roof structure at existing building.
Locate AHRUs in new penthouses on existing building roof at gridlines ECED and E6-E8 structure. (Included in OI-94)
Add structure to support storefront glazing in lieu of curtainwall.
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Function Idea No Resp. Score

Idea

NOTES
Function

Code
ASB
CE
CO
CP
CS
DP
EA
EC
ES
IS
MS
OI
OS
PL
SL

Meaning
Access Site/Building
Conserve Energy
Circulate Occupants
Construct Project
Condition Space
Distribute Power
Enhance Audio
Engage Community
Enclose Space
Illuminate Space
Manage Stormwater
Organize Interior
Organize Site
Preserve Landmark
Support Load

Responsibility

Code
BM
BS
DB
NH
SK
TN

Responsible
Brad Megee
Brad Sayre
Don Brubeck
Nicole Hernandez
Sandro Kodama
Tom Neely

Scoring

Score
CF
DA
DS
ND
NR

Meaning
Consider Further (no write-up)
Develop Alternative (includes write-up)
Design Suggestion (no write-up)
Not Developed (no write-up)
Not Recommended (no write-up)
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VE WORKBOOK # 3
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls. (Includes ES-56)

IDEA #

3

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design use rigid foam board insulation against the interior surface of existing exterior walls,
with metal furring studs and gypsum wallboard space out from the insulation. The attachment method is not
specified yet.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
The proposed alternative substitutes spray-applied polyurethane foam insulation for the rigid insulation and
air/vapor barrier, and moves the furring studs an inch into the insulation depth.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend revising the rigid XPS board insulation to spray-applied foam insulation to improve installation
quality, energy performance and thermal comfort.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

Initial Cost
$
90,000
$
90,000
$
-

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
(Present Value)
subsequent)
$
$
90,000
$
$
90,000
$
$
NO CHANGE
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VE WORKBOOK # 3
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls. (Includes ES-56)

ADVANTAGES
● Provides full R value with no air leaks

IDEA #

3

DISADVANTAGES
● Potentially higher cost

● Offers fast one-step installation

●

● Spray-applied insulation is already mobilized on
job for attic installation

●

● Insulation self-seals to adjacent construction and
penetrations forming an air and vapor barrier

●

● Fills voids that rigid boards cannot

●

DISCUSSION
Spray applied insulation is more certain than rigid board to actually insulate to calculated values because it
adheres and seals to substrates without air gaps. It conforms to irregular profiles in areas that are difficult to
work in, like attics, and forms an air and vapor barrier. Board installation is prone to air gaps that can
drastically reduce effective R-value. Board insulation attachment depends upon adhesives that might not
adhere, or metal Z furring that introduces thermal bridging, significantly reducing effective R-value.
The existing concrete slabs and interior walls intersecting the exterior walls are thermal bridges that reduce
the effective u-value of the exterior wall assembly. This effect should be accounted for in the energy model
for exterior wall insulation and EUI prediction. Optimizing insulation thickness will be as important for thermal
comfort as it is for energy savings.
Verify that insulation per outline specifications and sustainable design presentation drawings (included here
under Baseline Sketch tab) is included in cost estimate. Unit costs and quantities are unclear, so cost for this
analysis has been estimated as a wash.
Also noted, but not included in this analysis: for foundation walls at slabs-on-grade, using horizontal
perimeter rigid insulation under the slab versus applied to the foundation wall will reduce cost significantly
where foundations are deep.
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VE WORKBOOK # 3
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

3

Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls. (Includes ES-56)
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 3
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

3

Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls. (Includes ES-56)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 3
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

IDEA #

3

Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls. (Includes ES-56)

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT
Description
07 21 00 rigid insulation
XPS 3 in. ext furred walls
07 27 26 fluid applied
membrane air barrier
07 21 14 spray-applied

TOTAL COSTS*

Markup
%
21%

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
15,000
4.00
72,300

20.5%

sf

20.5%

sf

15,000

1.00

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

18,075
15,000

90,000

5.00

90,375

90,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars
NO CHANGE
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VE WORKBOOK # 8
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.

June 2015
IDEA #

8

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The north courtyard elevation has approximately 58 lf. of curtain wall glass two stories high separating the
courtyard from the hallway between the courtyard and the gym.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Remove the curtain wall and provide a storefront system. Infill solid areas with exterior wall framing and
brick veneer.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend this alternative since it will not dramatically impact the building aesthetics or view exposure into
the courtyard. It preserves the intent of the glass wall, improves energy performance and reduces cost.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,368,000 $
$
1,368,000
1,293,000 $
$
1,293,000
(75,000) $
$
(75,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 8
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces heat/cold gain

June 2015
IDEA #

8

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces view

● Reduces up front costs

● Reduces amount of natural lighting

● Increases ability to attain EUI of 20.

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
Natural lighting into the new hallway is achieved by using continuous window strips below the roof line and
even with the door heights. This concept will not dramatically impact the projects aesthetics or exposure to
the courtyard. It preserves the intent of the glass wall while improving energy performance, and saves
costs.
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VE WORKBOOK # 8
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

8

Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 8
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

8

Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 8
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

IDEA #

8

Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
1,492
90.00
161,807

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

Description
Curtain wall system

%
20.5%

Exterior doors and frames

20.5%

ea

Alum. storefront system

20.5%

sf

7,658

62.00

572,129

8,238

62.00

615,461

Framing at storefront
glazing
Exterior framed walls w/
rain screen
Brick veneer

20.5%

sf

7,658

7.50

69,209

8,238

7.50

74,451

20.5%

sf

16,534

15.00

298,852 17,356

15.00

313,710

20.5%

sf

8,500

24.00

245,820

24.00

269,303

TOTAL COSTS*

9 1,850.00

20,063

9 1,850.00

9,312

1,368,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

20,063

1,293,000
-75,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 9
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym

June 2015
IDEA #

9

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The south elevation of the gym has curtain wall glass two stories high and extending over the covered play
area, bringing natural lightning into the gym.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Remove the curtain wall and provide a storefront system. Infill solid areas with exterior wall framing behind
8 in. smooth CMU.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend this alternative since it will not dramatically impact the building aesthetics or view exposure into
the courtyard. It preserves the intent of the glass wall, improves energy performance, increases safety (kids
breaking glass at play), improves dimming for performances, and reduces cost.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,154,000 $
$
1,154,000
1,076,000 $
$
1,076,000
(78,000) $
$
(78,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 9
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces maintenance (balls and other objects
against glass surfaces)

June 2015
IDEA #

9

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces natural lighting

● Increases dimming ability during performances

● Detracts from the "open" concept

● Reduces energy consumption and increases
ability to attain EUI of 20

●

● Reduces solar gain

●

● Reduces cost

●

DISCUSSION
This proposal creates four large framed high bay windows that will allow natural lighting into the gym and
raises the lower glass elements approximately three feet off the floor. In doing so, safety and maintenance
for the lower glass units will be enhanced. They will have less contact with playground activities and less
opportunity for damage. The children’s safety from broken glass has been improved as well.
The high windows will provide for natural lighting within the gym and spill into the assembly area adjacent to
the gym. Additionally, the baseline design for the gym includes 8 skylights to introduce natural light. Dimming
natural light for performances will be improved. Comfort and energy consumption will improve and contribute
to attaining an EUI rating of 20 by reducing the significant solar gain of the south facing curtain wall.
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VE WORKBOOK # 9
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

9

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 9
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

9

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 9
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

IDEA #

9

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
1,800
90.00
195,210

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$
1,168
90.00
126,670

Description
Curtain wall system

%
20.5%

Storefront system

20.5%

sf

7,658

62.00

572,129

8,290

62.00

619,346

Ext. framed walls w/ rain
screen
8 in. CMU walls - ext.
smooth
Framing at storefront
glazing

20.5%

sf

16,534

15.00

298,852 16,848

15.00

304,528

20.5%

sf

832

17.00

17,044

1,146

17.00

23,476

20.5%

sf

7,842

7.50

70,872

184

7.50

1,663

TOTAL COSTS*

1,154,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

1,076,000
-78,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 10
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.

June 2015
IDEA #

10

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
A curtain wall runs the entire length of the 3rd floor addition on the north elevation and wraps around the
corners of the classrooms to the west and east elevations.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Delete the curtain wall and provide a reduced area of windows. Infill the remaining areas with framing and
metal panel siding to match addition surfaces adjacent to the north wall.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommended this alternative since it will not drastically impact the building aesthetics, reduces glare in the
classrooms, improves energy performance and reduces cost.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
474,000 $
$
474,000
363,000 $
$
363,000
(111,000) $
$
(111,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 10
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.

ADVANTAGES
● Decreases glare in classrooms

June 2015
IDEA #

10

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces natural lighting

● Reduces energy consumption and increases
ability to attain EUI of 20

● Detracts from the "open" concept

● Adds usable wall area in the classrooms

● Varies from the concept presented to the
neighborhood

● Reduces cost

●

● Better matches the aesthetics of the original
building

●

DISCUSSION
This proposal creates four distinct window elements unique to this elevation facing north while allowing
ample natural lighting in these four classrooms. In doing so, glare will be reduced thus enhancing the
learning environment. This proposal allows more usable wall space for teaching activities and displaying of
student’s work.
Please note, as directed the proposal scope and pricing are based on the baseline elevations and not the
plans. There are significant discrepancies between the two documents. Both the baseline estimate and the
cost analysis for this alternative are based on the elevations.
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VE WORKBOOK # 10
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

10

Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 10
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

10

Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 10
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

IDEA #

10

Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
7,250
16.00
139,780

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$
8,310
16.00
160,217

Description
Metal panels

%
20.5%

Aluminum storefront w/
windows
Ext. framed walls w/rain
screen
Framing at storefront
glazing
Sunscreens - Horiz

20.5%

sf

1,710

62.00

127,754

650

62.00

48,562

20.5%

sf

7,250

15.00

131,044

1,060

15.00

19,160

20.5%

sf

1,710

7.50

15,454

8,310

7.50

75,102

20.5%

lf

180

130.00

28,197

180

130.00

28,197

Sunscreens - Vert

20.5%

lf

202

130.00

31,643

202

130.00

31,643

TOTAL COSTS*

474,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

363,000
-111,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 11
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.

June 2015
IDEA #

11

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The dining area elevation has curtain wall glass two stories high.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Remove the curtain wall and provide a storefront system. Infill solid areas with exterior wall framing behind
8 in. smooth CMU.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend this alternative since it will not dramatically impact the building aesthetics or view exposure to
the play area. It preserves the intent of the glass wall, improves energy performance, increases safety (kids
breaking glass at play), improves dimming for performances and reduces cost.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,152,000 $
$
1,152,000
1,105,000 $
$
1,105,000
(47,000) $
$
(47,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 11
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces maintenance (balls and other objects
against glass surfaces)

June 2015
IDEA #

11

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces natural lighting

● Increases dimming ability during performances

● Detracts from the "open" concept

● Reduces energy consumption and increases
ability to attain EUI of 20

●

● Reduces solar gain

●

● Reduces cost

●

DISCUSSION
This proposal creates large framed high bay windows that will allow natural lighting into the dining area and
raises the lower glass elements approximately three feet off the floor. In doing so, safety and maintenance
for the lower glass units will be enhanced. They will have less contact with playground activities and less
opportunity for damage. The children’s safety from broken glass has been improved as well.
The high windows will provide for natural lighting within the dining and assembly area and spill into the gym
adjacent to the dining area. Additionally, the baseline design for the dining area includes 8 skylights to
introduce natural light. Dimming natural light for performances will be improved. Comfort and energy
consumption will improve and contribute to attaining an EUI rating of 20 by reducing the significant solar gain
of the south facing curtain wall.
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VE WORKBOOK # 11
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

11

Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 11
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

11

Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.

SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 11
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

IDEA #

11

Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
1,800
90.00
195,210

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$
960
90.00
104,112

Description
Curtain wall system

%
20.5%

Storefront system

20.5%

sf

7,658

62.00

572,129

7,898

62.00

590,060

Ext. framed walls w/ rain
screen
8 in. CMU walls - Ext.
smooth
Framing at storefront
glazing

20.5%

sf

16,534

15.00

298,852 17,134

15.00

309,697

20.5%

sf

832

17.00

17,044

1,432

17.00

29,335

20.5%

sf

7,658

7.50

69,209

7,898

7.50

71,378

TOTAL COSTS*

1,152,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

1,105,000
-47,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 12
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.

June 2015
IDEA #

12

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The east elevation adjacent to the main entry on 25th Ave. NW has approximately 52 lf. of curtain wall
glass, two stories high.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Remove the curtain wall and provide a storefront system. Infill solid areas with exterior wall framing and 8 in.
smooth CMU.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend this alternative since it will not dramatically impact the building aesthetics or view exposure at
the entry. It preserves the intent of the glass wall, improves energy performance and reduces cost.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,154,000 $
$
1,154,000
1,116,000 $
$
1,116,000
(38,000) $
$
(38,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 12
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces solar gain

June 2015
IDEA #

12

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces view

● Reduces up front costs

● Reduces amount of natural lighting

● Increases ability to attain EUI of 20

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
Natural lighting into the new main entry and halls is achieved by using continuous window strips below the
roof line and even with the door heights. This concept will not dramatically impact the projects aesthetics or
exposure to the entry. It preserves the intent of the glass wall while improving energy performance, and
saves costs.
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VE WORKBOOK # 12
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Conserve Energy

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

12

Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 12
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

12

Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 12
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Conserve Energy
TITLE:

IDEA #

12

Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Curtainwall System

%
20.5%

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
SF
1,800
90.00
195,210

Storefront System

20.5%

SF

7,658

62.00

572,129

8,084

62.00

603,956

Ext. Framed Walls
W/Rain Screen
8 in. CMU walls - Ext.
smooth
Framing at storefront
glazing

20.5%

SF

16,534

15.00

298,852 16,960

15.00

306,552

20.5%

sf

832

17.00

17,044

1,258

17.00

25,770

20.5%

sf

7,842

7.50

70,872

8,508

7.50

76,891

TOTAL COSTS*

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$
950
90.00
103,028

1,154,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

1,116,000
-38,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 19
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

19
Condition Space
IDEA #
Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) and increase use of
TITLE:
ductwork for ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design assumes the use of dedicated VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) for each
floor of east and west wings of the building.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Consolidate the VAHRUs to one VAHRU for the east wing and one VAHRU for the west wing of the building
with each VAHRU serving all floors of its respective wing.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Consider implementing this alternative as a cost savings measure.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
3,415,000 $
$
3,415,000
2,517,000 $
$
2,517,000
(898,000) $
$
(898,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 19
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

19
Condition Space
IDEA #
Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) and increase use of
TITLE:
ductwork for ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces number of VAHRUs in basement and
● Limits flexibility of operating the building on a
required mechanical area
floor-by-floor basis
FUNCTION:

● Reduces amount of excavation required under
the existing building structure

● More horizontal air distribution ductwork for
floors above the existing basements

●

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The total number of air handling units in the basement is requiring a disproportionate amount of mechanical
space and associated excavation and structural challenges for lowering the basement floors. By combining
the areas served by the VAHRUs, fewer, larger VAHRUs are required. For this alternative, the existing
basement will be used for its maximum available space for mechanical equipment. Air conditioning heat
recovery units (ACHRUs) 1 and 2 located in the west basement per the baseline will be relocated to the
boiler room. VAHRUs on the west side of the existing basement will be consolidated and relocated to the
new west basement. This will allow the west basement to be reduced in size. VAHRUs on the east side of
the existing basement will be consolidated and the resulting unit will be placed in the approximate location of
VAHRU-4.
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19
Condition Space
IDEA #
Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) and increase
TITLE:
use of ductwork for ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Condition Space
19
IDEA #
Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) and increase
TITLE:
use of ductwork for ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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FUNCTION: Condition Space
19
IDEA #
Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) and increase use of ductwork
TITLE:
for ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)
CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
cy
1,417
30.00
51,225

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $
471
30.00
17,027

Description
Backfill at new basement

%
20.5%

Basement excavation

20.5%

cy

4,290

25.00

129,236

1,430

25.00

43,079

Haul excavations

20.5%

cy

2,873

25.00

86,549

957

25.00

28,830

Basement walls

20.5%

sf

3,625

50.00

218,406

1,255

50.00

75,614

Footings

20.5%

lf

250

330.00

99,413

114

330.00

45,332

Waterproof walls

20.5%

sf

3,625

10.00

43,681

1,255

10.00

15,123

Mat slab

20.5%

sf

5,023

17.50

105,923

1,600

17.50

33,740

Std SOG

20.5%

sf

3,423

6.00

24,748

Topping slab above bsmt

20.5%

sf

5,023

3.75

22,698

1,600

3.75

7,230

Steel floor deck

20.5%

sf

5,023

3.75

22,698

1,600

3.75

7,230

Structural steel

20.5%

sf

5,023

2.40

14,527

1,600

2.40

4,627

Int construction
allowances
Elevator

20.5%

sf

5,023

1.75

10,592

1,600

1.75

3,374

20.5%

flr

4

37,500

180,750

3

30,000

108,450

Electrical allowance

20.5%

sf

5,023

4.50

27,237

1,600

4.50

8,676

Fire sprinklers

20.5%

sf

5,023

5.00

30,264

1,600

5.00

9,640

Basement plumbing
allowance
HVAC basement
allowance
Air handling units with
HRU's
Hydronic piping

20.5%

sf

5,023

2.50

15,132

1,600

2.50

4,820

20.5%

sf

5,023

4.00

24,211

1,600

4.00

7,712

20.5%

ea

14

68,570

1,156,776

10

72,000

867,600

20.5%

ls

1

247,276

297,968

1

234,912

283,069

HVAC ductwork

20.5%

ls

1

728,143

877,412

1

764,550

921,283

TOTAL COSTS*

3,415,000
TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)

Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

2,517,000
-898,000
SAVINGS
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30

FUNCTION:

Condition Space

TITLE:

Set separate EUI benchmark goals for the renovation and for the new construction.

IDEA #

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design target EUI (Energy Utilization Index) is 20 (KBtu/yr-sf.).

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Propose maintaining the target EUI of 20 for the new construction, establish a less aggressive EUI for
existing renovated areas, and use an averaged EUI for the building as the new target.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend adjusting the EUI target to account for the combined renovation/modernization and new
addition scope of work.

DESIGN SUGGESTION
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30

FUNCTION:

Condition Space

TITLE:

Set separate EUI benchmark goals for the renovation and for the new construction.

ADVANTAGES
● Increases flexibility in addressing energy
improvements to the areas being renovated

IDEA #

DISADVANTAGES
● Does not meet the SPS EUI target of 20

● Relaxes the need to compensate for existing
conditions that cannot be remedied such as
thermal bridging between walls and floor slabs

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The EUI of 20 is an aggressive target for new construction. Applying it to a project consisting of new
construction and renovation of a historic building is therefore even more challenging.
For new Federal buildings, the requirements of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA
2007) mandate that all new buildings be designed to reduce fossil fuel consumption by 65% beginning in
fiscal year 2015. The Federal U.S. Energy Information Administration's Commercial Buildings Energy
Consumption Survey (CEBECS) data for elementary/middle schools states an 2015 EUI Target of 25.
Therefore the target EUI of 20 is more aggressive than that targeted by the Federal Government.
A suggested recommendation is to calculate the EUI for the existing building with realistic energy
conservation measure improvements such as improved wall and ceiling insulation, high efficiency lighting
and a more efficient mechanical system, then calculate an average EUI for the entire building (using EUI 20
for the new addition) to establish an overall target EUI for the entire building.
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45
Condition Space
IDEA #
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of geothermal wells
TITLE:
and water-to-water heat pump.
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design is based on a ground loop geothermal exchange using vertical bore wells coupled with
a two-pipe hydronic changeover loop as the main energy source for heating and cooling.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Use an outdoor air-to-water heat pump coupled with a two-pipe hydronic changeover loop as the main
energy source for heating and cooling.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Consider this alternative for cost savings.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,595,000 $
$
1,595,000
393,000 $
$
393,000
(1,202,000) $
$
(1,202,000)
SAVINGS
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45
Condition Space
IDEA #
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of geothermal wells and
TITLE:
water-to-water heat pump.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Saves significant cost by eliminating the
● Reduces energy efficiency
geothermal exchange loop
FUNCTION:

● Eliminates potential for site utility conflicts
between geothermal loop and new and existing
underground utilities

● Increases ambient noise outside the building
from the air-to-water heat pump fans and
compressors

● Frees up mechanical space in basement
mechanical room due to elimination of the waterto-water heat pump

● Requires dedicated space outside the building
for the heat pump unit either on grade or on the
roof

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
Although the geothermal exchange (ground loop) system is very energy efficient, it is very expensive due to
the cost of boring wells and distributing the underground loop piping. An air-to-water heat pump will need to
be located outside the building because outside air is used as the source of heat transfer. Noise associated
with fans and refrigeration compressors will require special acoustical considerations.
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45
Condition Space
IDEA #
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of
TITLE:
geothermal wells and water-to-water heat pump.

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION

Layout of geothermal well field (wells designated by dots) and
routing of the two-pipe hydronic change over loop for wells
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45
Condition Space
IDEA #
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of
TITLE:
geothermal wells and water-to-water heat pump.

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Condition Space
45
IDEA #
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of
TITLE:
geothermal wells and water-to-water heat pump.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Potential location for a rooftop air-towater heat pump in a penthouse or
acoustically screened mechanical area
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45
FUNCTION: Condition Space
IDEA #
Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and cooling in lieu of geothermal wells and water-toTITLE:
water heat pump.
CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Qty

Unit Cost $ TOTAL $
1 1,036,800.00 1,259,712

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Description
Geo-exchange ground
loop
Water to water heat pump

%
22%

Unit
ea

22%

ea

Air to water heat pump

22%

ea

Outdoor heat pump
enclosure approx 16 ft. x
18 ft.
Structural upgrades for
supporting roof mtd HP

22%

ea

280

75.00

25,515

22%

ls

1

2,500.00

3,038

1

275,700.00

TOTAL COSTS*

Qty

Unit Cost $

TOTAL $

334,976
1 300,000.00

1,595,000

393,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

364,500

-1,202,000
SAVINGS
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115
Condition Space
IDEA #
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation system. (Includes CS-20, CS-24, CSTITLE:
34, CS-35, CS-36)
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Baseline design utilizes air conditioning heat recovery ventilation units (ACHRUs) for the computer lab
classrooms, heat recovery ventilation units (HRUs) for the library, and VAV heat recovery ventilation units
(VAHRUs) for the east classrooms. The units are located in the existing basement for conditioning the
existing building.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Reuse the existing (1932 and 1946) air distribution system, including the "breather walls," replace existing
the air handling unit fan with a new dedicated outside air unit (DOAS).

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend considering this alternative. The alternative is contingent upon accepting Workbook OI-88
Implement Alternative A.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
120,000 $
$
120,000
44,000 $
$
44,000
(76,000) $
$
(76,000)
SAVINGS
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115
Condition Space
IDEA #
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation system. (Includes CS-20, CS-24, CSTITLE:
34, CS-35, CS-36)
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces cost by using existing supply air
● Eliminates opportunity for heat recovery, thus
distribution system
reducing energy savings (increases EUI)
FUNCTION:

● Maintains a modified displacement ventilation
approach using breather walls

● Requires maintaining breather walls thus
reducing program area

●

● Contingent upon implementation of Alternative A
for the 3rd floor addition

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
This alternative applies only to the existing building. The existing ventilation system closely resembles the
baseline design in term of using operable windows and displacement ventilation. The existing system
provides sufficient comfort and ventilation, noticeable on hot days, and as evidenced by staff appreciation for
the operable windows. The intent is to use the original design approach and existing air distribution system
to the greatest extent practical while upgrading the applicable mechanical equipment and adding system
enhancements. The baseline design utilities a similar approach at the stairwells by adding rooftop turbine
vents to enhance the natural stack effect of the stairwells and draw air from open windows through open
doors and the corridors.
The baseline design using the geothermal heat pump for tempering the ventilation air supply is retained for
use at the DOAS unit. Replacement of the existing fin tube radiators with new per the baseline design is also
retained in this proposal.
This alternative is conditional on the implementation of Workbook OI-88 Implement Alternative A which
retains the existing roof, thus providing the opportunity to maintain the breather wall relief vents at the roof.
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115
Condition Space
IDEA #
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation system. (Includes CS-20,
TITLE:
CS-24, CS-34, CS-35, CS-36)

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Condition Space
115
IDEA #
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation system. (Includes CS-20,
TITLE:
CS-24, CS-34, CS-35, CS-36)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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115
FUNCTION: Condition Space
IDEA #
Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation system. (Includes CS-20, CS-24, CSTITLE:
34, CS-35, CS-36)
CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT
Description
Metal ducts
Repair/recondition
existing roof vents
New corridor wall
construction
Demolition of existing
breather walls

TOTAL COSTS*

Markup BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
%
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
21.5%
sf
6,552
7.98
63,526
21.5%

ls

21.5%

lf

530

68.00

43,789

21.5%

lf

1,080

10.00

13,122

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $
2,000
7.98
19,391
1

20,000

120,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

24,300

44,000
-76,000
SAVINGS
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Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Distribute Power

TITLE:

Use generator for life-safety back-up power.

Owner Job No
Month Year
IDEA #

52

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Emergency egress lighting is being provided by the use of emergency battery packs located inside select
light fixtures.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Use a diesel powered emergency generator to provide power to the emergency egress lighting in the
building.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend accepting this alternate to use a generatror for emergency egress lighting in place of individual
battery packs.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Initial Cost
65,000
80,000
15,000

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
(Present Value)
subsequent)
$
$
65,000
$
$
80,000
$
$
15,000
COST
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FUNCTION:

Distribute Power

TITLE:

Use generator for life-safety back-up power.

ADVANTAGES
● More reliable

Owner Job No
Month Year
IDEA #

52

DISADVANTAGES
● Space needed on site for generator

● Lower maintenance costs

●

● Easier to test emergency system

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The use of a generator to supply emergency egress lighting is a more reliable source than having individual
batteries located in the emergency egress light fixtures. With a generator there is a single source that needs
to be maintained by the school staff. The school district could also contract out the maintenance of the
generator. A generator will take fewer District resources to test and document than having to test and
document each battery pack located throughout the school. The generator could be located next to the
loading dock area.
The number of emergency battery pack is an estimate, current SD estimate did not indicate the number of
units or overall cost of battery packs required for the school.
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FUNCTION: Distribute Power
TITLE:

Owner Job No
Month Year
IDEA #

52

Use generator for life-safety back-up power.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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Owner Job No
Month Year

FUNCTION: Distribute Power
TITLE:

IDEA #

52

Use generator for life-safety back-up power.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT
Description
50 KW Generator &
Automatic Transfer Switch

Markup BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
%
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
20.5% EA

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $
1 25,700.00
30,969

100A, 480V, 3ph, 4w
Panelboards- 20 circuits
40A Feeders

20.5%

EA

4

2,475.00

11,930

20.5%

EA

444

11.82

6,324

100A Feeder

20.5%

EA

60

26.75

1,934

Concrete Footing

20.5%

LF

20

500.00

12,050

Concrete Wall

20.5%

SF

250

50.00

15,063

Concrete Pad

20.5%

SF

42

10.00

506

Gate to Generator

20.5%

LS

1

750.00

904

Additional
Excavation/Backfill
Emergency Battery Packs
(factory installed)

20.5%

LS

1

500.00

603

20.5%

EA

TOTAL COSTS*

350

154.00

64,950

65,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

80,000
15,000
COST
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FUNCTION:

Distribute Power

TITLE:

Use central inverter for life safety back-up power.

June 2015
IDEA #

53

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Emergency egress lighting is being provided by the use of emergency battery packs located in select light
fixtures.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Use a central battery invertor to provide power to the emergency egress lighting in the building.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Do not recommend due to the physical size and the higher cost of the equipment relative to using a
generator per Workbook DP-52.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Initial Cost
65,000
87,000
22,000

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
(Present Value)
subsequent)
$
$
65,000
$
$
87,000
$
$
22,000
COST
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FUNCTION:

Distribute Power

TITLE:

Use central inverter for life safety back-up power.

ADVANTAGES
● More reliable

June 2015
IDEA #

53

DISADVANTAGES
● Floor space needed for invertor units

● Lower maintenance costs

● Additional cooling may be required for room that
houses invertor

● Easier to test emergency system

● Added weight

●

● Equipment has large footprint

●

●

DISCUSSION
The use of a central battery invertor to supply emergency egress lighting is a more reliable source than
having individual batteries located in the emergency egress light fixtures. With a central battery invertor
there is a single source that needs to be maintained by the school staff. The school district could also
contract out the maintenance of the central battery invertor. The central battery invertor will take fewer
District resources to test and document than having to test and document each battery pack located
throughout the school. The weight of the central battery invertor will want to have the invertor located on a
slab-on-grade, i.e. 1st floor or basement area. However, with the higher cost of an invertor relative to adding
a generator, an invertor is not recommended unless there is not sufficient area on site for locating a
generator.
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FUNCTION: Distribute Power
TITLE:

53

Use central inverter for life safety back-up power.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT
Invertor

IDEA #

Description

Emergency battery packs
(factory installed)

TOTAL COSTS*

Markup BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
%
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
20.5%
ea
20.5%

ea

351

154.00

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $
1 72,000.00
86,760

65,135

65,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

87,000
22,000
COST
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56

FUNCTION:

Enclose Space

TITLE:

Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete walls. (Included in CE-03)

IDEA #

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design includes a liquid-applied air and vapor barrier installed on the interior side of the
existing concrete and masonry walls.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
The proposed alternative is to delete the liquid-applied membrane and rely on the cast-in-place concrete
walls and integrally cast-in-place concrete floors and beams to provide the air barrier, and new foam
insulation to provide the vapor retarder.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
The proposed alternative is recommended for cost and time savings, at equal or better performance.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
$
16,000 $
$
16,000
$
$
$
$
(16,000) $
$
(16,000)
SAVINGS
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FUNCTION:

Enclose Space

TITLE:

Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete walls. (Included in CE-03)

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces cost

IDEA #

56

DISADVANTAGES
● None identified

● Reduces construction time

●

● Simplifies air/vapor barrier system

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The existing cast-in-place concrete walls and floor slabs provide an excellent air barrier. Coating them does
not add any additional air barrier value. Where foam insulation board (or spray-applied foam per CE-03) is
applied, even a minimal thickness can avoid the need for a separate vapor retarder under design conditions
for this occupancy. Additionally, the existing concrete and brick veneer cavity wall is very forgiving for
absorbing and releasing water from rain and water vapor from the interior, and it is not subject to rot or rust
damage. As in the baseline design, the window, door and other penetrations in the concrete envelope will
require sealing for the air barrier seal.
Best practice for exterior walls in our marine climate for normal occupancies is to allow the wall to dry out as
easily as possible to interior and exterior and to avoid sandwiching materials between vapor retarders or
barriers.
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FUNCTION:

Enclose Space

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

56

Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete walls. (Included in CE-03)
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Enclose Space
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

56

Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete walls. (Included in CE-03)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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FUNCTION: Enclose Space
TITLE:

IDEA #

56

Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete walls. (Included in CE-03)

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description

%

07 27 26 membrane at
furred conc walls
07 27 26 membrane at
attic

TOTAL COSTS*

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$

20.5%

sf

15,000

0.75

13,556

20.5%

sf

1,563

1.50

2,825

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

16,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-16,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 61
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Enclose Space

TITLE:

Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)

June 2015
IDEA #

61

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Roof top pavers are included to provide pedestrian access to roof top planter boxes.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Eliminate roof top pavers and eliminate or relocate roof top planter boxes.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Elimination of the roof top pavers and associated improvements is recommended based on the projected
cost savings.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
134,000 $
$
134,000
44,000 $
$
44,000
(90,000) $
$
(90,000)
SAVINGS
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FUNCTION:

Enclose Space

TITLE:

Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces structure required to support planter
boxes and pavers

June 2015
IDEA #

61

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces educational opportunities

● Reduces cost

● Eliminates direct outdoor access from third floor
classrooms

● Reduces maintenance

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The roof top pavers provide direct outdoor access to the third floor classrooms with learning opportunities at
the planter boxes and viewing of the adjacent green roof. The premium associated with the roof top pavers
is high relative to the cost of the planter boxes, especially if the planters can be accommodated elsewhere
on site at grade. This analysis assumes elimination of the planter boxes and the cost for relocation has not
been included.
If VE alternative OI-88 Implement Alternative A (BLRB alternative for the 3rd floor addition) is implemented,
implementation of this alternative compliments OI-88.
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VE WORKBOOK # 61
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Enclose Space

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

61

Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 61
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Enclose Space
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

61

Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

DELETE ROOF
TOP PAVERS

DELETE ROOF TOP
PLANTER BOXES
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VE WORKBOOK # 61
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Enclose Space
TITLE:

61

IDEA #

Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
ea
7
400.00
3,374

Description
Roof planter boxes

%
20.5%

Topsoil

20.5%

ea

Rooftop pavers

20.5%

sf

2,350

15.00

42,476

Structural roof steel at
10#/sf
Structural roof steel at
6.5#/sf
Topping slab

20.5%

lbs

23,500

2.40

67,962

20.5%

lbs

20.5%

sf

Exterior rooftop doors

20.5%

ea

TOTAL COSTS*

2 2,000.00

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

4,820

15,275
2,350

3.75

10,619

2 1,850.00

4,459

2.40

134,000

44,175

44,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-90,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 69
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

69
Illuminate Space
IDEA #
Use low voltage lighting control relay panels in lieu of building management system
TITLE:
contactor lighting controls.
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Contactor panels controlled by the Building Management System (BMS) are used to control the interior and
exterior light fixtures.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Use a lighting control panel (LCP) to control the interior and exterior light fixtures.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend that a LCP is used in lieu of a contractor panel controlled by the BMS system.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
16,000 $
$
16,000
8,000 $
$
8,000
(8,000) $
$
(8,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 69
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

69
Illuminate Space
IDEA #
Use low voltage lighting control relay panels in lieu of building management system
TITLE:
contactor lighting controls.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces cost
● Not per District design standard to use
contactors controlled by the BMS
FUNCTION:

● Standalone control available

● Requires use of a propriatary system, limiting
District flexibility in maintaining and upgrading

● Can be integrated into the BMS through Bac-Net
or Modbus protocols

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
Lighting control panels that are pre-built at the factory with their own processor are less costly to install than
individual contactors that are controlled by a BMS. The LCPs can operate as standalone units or be tied
together to operate together. Connection to the facility network can make the LCPs easy to program. Most
LCPs are compatible with mod bus and bac net protocols and can be connected to the BMS system at a
much lower cost through a network connection.
The project documents indicate the number of contactor panels, but not the number of contractors in each
panel. For this analysis, the number of contactors is based on an estimation of potential lighting zones. The
documents did not include a line item cost for the contractor panels or BMS connection/programming costs.
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VE WORKBOOK # 69
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Illuminate Space
IDEA # 69
Use low voltage lighting control relay panels in lieu of building management system contactor
TITLE:
lighting controls.
CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
ea
5 1,450.00
8,736

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

Description
BMS control points

%
20.5%

Contactor panels

20.5%

ea

Lighting Control Panel
(LC&D Blue box w/ 8
relays)
LCP Programming

20.5%

ea

5 1,200.00

7,230

20.5%

ea

5

1,205

TOTAL COSTS*

5 1,200.00

7,230

200.00

16,000

8,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-8,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 72
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Manage Stormwater

TITLE:

Use pervious asphalt at play area.

June 2015
IDEA #

72

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Hard surface play areas south of the school building are standard hot mix asphalt surfacing.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Construct hard surface play areas out of pervious asphalt surfacing.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Pervious asphalt is not recommended. Although it provides Green Storm water Infrastructure (GSI) credit,
installation would likely result in an increased construction cost as well as additional long term maintenance
costs.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Initial Cost
226,000
229,000
3,000

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
(Present Value)
subsequent)
$
$
226,000
$
$
229,000
$
$
3,000
COST
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VE WORKBOOK # 72
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Manage Stormwater

TITLE:

Use pervious asphalt at play area.

ADVANTAGES
● May be able to fully mitigate runoff from pervious
asphalt via infiltration

June 2015
IDEA #

72

DISADVANTAGES
● More difficult to maintain

● Reduces detention/infiltration pipe size

● May not be as durable

● Counts towards Green Storm water Infrastructure
(GSI) credit

● More expensive than standard Hot Mix Asphalt
(HMA)

●

● Rougher surface for play

●

●

DISCUSSION
If the infiltration rate of 0.5 in./hr. could be achieved throughout the southern portion of the site in the play
areas under the pervious asphalt, it is likely that these areas could be self mitigating and not require storage
capacity within the detention/infiltration pipes. Assuming a proportional relationship of the size of the
infiltration pipes to the amount of impervious surface for the VE, the length of the infiltration pipes could be
reduced by approximately 89 lf. The cost of pervious asphalt is higher than standard HMA and may require
more base rock to provide void-space storage while the water infiltrates. To maintain the design infiltration
rates, pervious asphalt requires regular maintenance to prevent siltation.
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VE WORKBOOK # 72
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Manage Stormwater

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

72

Use pervious asphalt at play area.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 72
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Manage Stormwater
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

72

Use pervious asphalt at play area.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

REPLACE STANDARD
HMA WITH PERVIOUS
ASPHALT
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VE WORKBOOK # 72
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Manage Stormwater
TITLE:

72

IDEA #

Use pervious asphalt at play area.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Std duty asphalt concrete
(3 in. thick)
Std duty CSBC (4 in.
thick)
Infiltration Pipe

%
20.5%

Pervious Asphalt (3 in.
thick)
Permeable aggregate
base course (6 in. thick)

TOTAL COSTS*

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sy
4,200
19.00
96,159

20.5%

sy

4,200

9.00

45,549

20.5%

lf

200

350.00

84,350

20.5%
20.5%

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

111

350.00

46,814

sy

4,200

24.00

121,464

sy

4,200

12.00

60,732

226,000

229,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

3,000
COST
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VE WORKBOOK # 81
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Manage Stormwater

TITLE:

Delete green roof.

June 2015
IDEA #

81

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
5,400 sf. of green roof is included in the baseline design.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Delete 5,400 sf. of green roof.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Elimination of the green roof is recommended since it provides limited educational benefit or to onsite storm
water management at a cost premium.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
376,000 $
$
376,000
102,000 $
$
102,000
(274,000) $
$
(274,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 81
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Manage Stormwater

TITLE:

Delete green roof.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces maintenance

June 2015
IDEA #

81

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces amount of Green Storm water
Infrastructure (GSI) credit

● Reduces structure and associated cost to support
planting trays

● Eliminates view of the green roof from the 3rd
floor classrooms and potential teaching
opportunity

● Reduces cost associated with temporary irrigation
and green roof planting

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
With the third floor classrooms and adjacent rooftop pavers/planter boxes, the green roof offers a nice view
from the classrooms and a potential teaching opportunity. The green roof will also help boost the amount of
GSI achieved. However, the reduction in required storm water mitigation from the use of a green roof does
not typically offset the additional cost associated with having to support, irrigate, maintain, and provide
access to the green roof. It is our understanding that the green roof is not included in the storm water
infiltration pipe sizing calculations, therefore additional infiltration pipe length to reflect elimination of the
green roof has not been included in this analysis.
If VE alternative OI-88 Implement Alternative A (BLRB alternative for the 3rd floor addition) is implemented,
implementation of this alternative compliments OI-88.
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VE WORKBOOK # 81
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Manage Stormwater

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

81

Delete green roof.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 81
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Manage Stormwater
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

81

Delete green roof.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

DELETE GREEN ROOF
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VE WORKBOOK # 81
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Manage Stormwater
TITLE:

81

IDEA #

Delete green roof.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
3,415
35.00
144,028

Description
Roof garden trays

%
20.5%

Irrigation

20.5%

sf

3,415

3.00

12,345

Premium for green roof

20.5%

sf

5,400

6.00

39,042

Topping slab for green
roof
Structural roof steel at
10#/sf.
Structural roof steel at
6.5#/sf.

20.5%

sf

5,400

3.75

24,401

20.5%

lbs

54,000

2.40

156,168

20.5%

lbs

TOTAL COSTS*

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

35,100

2.40

376,000

101,509

102,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-274,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 93
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

June 2015
IDEA #

93

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The main electrical room for the building is located on the 2nd floor.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Locate the main electrical room on the 1st floor of the building.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend relocating the main electrical room to the 1st floor of the building.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
45,000 $
$
45,000
16,000 $
$
16,000
(29,000) $
$
(29,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 93
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

ADVANTAGES
● Lower cost for electrical feeders

June 2015
IDEA #

93

DISADVANTAGES
● Displaces janitor's office or equipment storage
area to 2nd floor

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
By moving the main electrical room to the 1st floor, the incoming utility feeds could come directly into the
switchboard from the underground. With the switchboard on the second floor, the utility feeds will need to
be concrete encased with a minimum of 2 in. through the 1st floor. Another advantage is that the feeders
from the MDP could run underground in a more direct path to the other electrical rooms, utilizing PVC
conduits in place of rigid steel conduits, reducing cost. There will need to be electrical chases to the second
floor electrical room, however, these conduits are not required to be concrete encased. The proposed
revised layout includes locating either the Janitor's Office or the Equipment Storage on the second floor
adjacent to the mechanical platform and reorganizing the layout of the Service Yard Storage to
accommodate the main electrical room.
There is no line item cost for feeder cost in the estimate. Feeder lengths were estimated from the SD
drawings set. We assumed two 2 ½ in. conduits to each room from the main electrical room. The savings
amount will vary if assumptions are not correct.
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VE WORKBOOK # 93
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

93

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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VE WORKBOOK # 93
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

93

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 93
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

93

IDEA #

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Concrete encasement reduction
Utility feeder reduction 2000A
2.5 in. RGS Conduit

%
20.5%

2.5 in. PVC

TOTAL COSTS*

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
lf
15
125.00
2,259

20.5%

lf

15

565.00

10,212

20.5%

lf

1,000

26.95

32,475

20.5%

lf

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

1,000

13.45

45,000

16,207

16,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-29,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Implement Alternative A.

June 2015
IDEA #

88

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design includes 9 classrooms in a third story penthouse addition in a U-shape plan with a
single-loaded corridor, set well back from roof edge on street sides. Roofs adjacent to the addition are
designed with pavers, planters and vegetated green roofs. The entire 1932 roof structure is demolished and
replaced, and new columns and column footings are added to support the penthouse addition and roof
decks and gardens.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
The alternative locates 7 classrooms in a third floor addition that stacks above new construction in a
compact double-loaded corridor layout of the west elevation. The second floor below is revised to include 6
instead of 4 classrooms, to maintain the total number of classrooms. The west entry stairway is re-oriented,
and another stair is added on the west for access to third floor. The alternative design maintains the existing
1932 roof structure, and eliminates the need to punch structure down through to the basement and
crawlspace.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend accepting BLRB's Alternative A for the third floor addition layout, for significant construction
cost savings, lower energy costs, and less impact to historic character of 1932 building. Accepting this idea
will also allow acceptance of alternatives to reduce the cost of the mechanical system.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
5,600,000 $
$
5,600,000
2,925,000 $
$
2,925,000
(2,675,000) $
$
(2,675,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Implement Alternative A.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces impact to Landmark preservation.

June 2015
IDEA #

88

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces educational garden space on roof

● Reduces cost

● Deletion of third floor setback from street on
west at new addition be objectionable to some
adjacent neighbors

● Improves net-to-gross floor area ratio

● Loss of architectural character and openness at
stairwell at west entry

● Reduces shading of courtyard in the mornings,
when sun is desirable

●

● Reduces construction risk and duration

●

DISCUSSION
BLRB's 6/1/2015 Alternatives A or B would move all of the third floor addition from the 1932 building to the
new addition to the south of the east wing of the existing building. These alternatives have merit for
significant reduction in construction cost and construction time and risk at the existing building by avoiding
the need for complete demolition of the 1932 building roof structure and excavation and construction of new
columns and footings at basement and crawlspace level.
These alternatives avoid perceived adverse impact to the historic character of the existing building by
eliminating a large addition to the front, north elevation of the building. In the baseline design, the addition's
impact to the historic building's character has been mitigated by providing deep setbacks from the roof edge,
as well as all-glass walls at the circulation space. This approach means that classrooms and hallways look
out on rooftops. To make this acceptable, vegetated green roofs and paved areas with planting beds have
been added. These help make up for a tight site with lack of landscaped areas on the ground, but at
significant cost.
To achieve the setbacks from roof edge, the baseline third floor addition is laid out in a single-loaded
corridor scheme. The proposed Alternative A uses a compact double-loaded corridor layout, saving
approximately 3,700 sf. of floor area (26%) from the baseline design (including areas added to first and
second floors for a stairway.)
The baseline design has 14,700 sf. of exterior wall and parapet area at the third floor, with a high percentage
of curtain wall glazing. The proposed Alternative A has 7,600 sf. of exterior wall and parapet area, with a
lower percentage of glazing.
The baseline design also prevents re-use of existing ventilation ducts up through the roof for fresh air intake
and to exhaust air. Moving the third floor addition per this proposal would also permit acceptance of CS-115,
CS-20, CS-21, and others related to the existing ventilation system and location of new air handler/heat
recovery units.
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Implement Alternative A.

June 2015
IDEA #

88

DISCUSSION
Alternative A is recommended as most cost effective and space-efficient due to stacking of groups of rooms,
and avoidance of a roof outside of classrooms.
Cost estimate in "Detail" uses our sf. of floor area for additions, and follows Robinson's breakdown by areas:
Third floor addition (on 1932 building), Main Addition, and Renovation. Robinson's unit costs are used with
these exceptions: stairs, plumbing, equipment and furnishings costs will not change due to building floor
area change for this alternative, so the Proposed total = the Baseline 3rd Floor Addition + Main Addition cost
to avoid overstating the savings. Structural work in Renovation is selected applicable line items. Exterior
envelope for Proposed figures storefront glazing at 40% wall area and 60% metal panels.
Alternative A would allow for re-use of existing ventilation ducts up through the roof for fresh air intake and to
exhaust air. Moving the third floor addition per this proposal would also permit acceptance of CS-115, CS20, CS-21, and others related to the existing ventilation system and location of new air handler/heat recovery
units.
Alternative A is recommended as most cost effective and space-efficient due to stacking of groups of rooms,
and avoidance of a roof outside of classrooms.
The cost estimate for this analysis uses the VE analysis of SF of floor area for additions, and follows
Robinson's breakdown by areas: Third floor addition (on 1932 building), Main Addition, and Renovation.
Robinson's unit costs are used with these exceptions: stairs, plumbing, equipment and furnishings costs will
not change due to building floor area change for this alternative, so the Proposed total = the Baseline 3rd
Floor Addition + Main Addition cost to avoid overstating the savings. Structural work in Renovation is
selected applicable line items. Exterior envelope for the Proposed figures storefront glazing at 40% wall area
and 60% metal panels.
This proposal may be combined with CS-19, CS-40, OI-94, CE-7, CS-24 and CS-34.
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION

North is up
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION

North is up
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION

North is up
THIRD FLOOR PLAN
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION

Structural shoring
requirements as a result of
adding the basement and
3rd floor addition

SECTION AT 3RD FLOOR ADDITION
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

North is to the left
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

North is to the left
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

North is to the left
THIRD FLOOR PLAN
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VE WORKBOOK # 88
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

88

IDEA #

Implement Alternative A.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
sf
9,240
3.03
33,737

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

Description
Foundations - 1932

%
20.5%

Superstructure - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

76.26

849,094

Exterior Closure - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

42.96

478,325

Roofing - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

33.10

368,542 21,410

Interior construction 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

20.37

226,804

Stairs - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

2.71

30,174

Interior finishes - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

22.65

252,190

Plumbing - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

15.64

174,139

HVAC - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

58.97

656,584

Fire Protection - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

6.75

75,156

Electrical - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

40.85

454,832

Equipment - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

1.95

21,712

Furnishings - 1932

20.5%

sf

9,240

4.75

52,887

Selective Building
Demolition - 1932
Foundations - new 3rd flr

20.5%

sf

9,240

18.46

205,537

20.5%

ls

1

28,000

33,740

Superstructure - new

20.5%

sd

5,184

12.35

77,147

Exterior Closure - new
beyond 2nd floor area
Roofing

20.5%

SFFA/
SFWA

5,184

42.96

268,359

20.5%

sf

12.50

322,488

600

12.35

8,929

7,600

49.40

452,405

200

15.00

3,615
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June 2015

FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

88

IDEA #

Implement Alternative A.

Interior construction - new

20.5%

sf

5,184

20.37

Stairs - new

20.5%

ea

1

25,000

Interior finishes - new

20.5%

sf

5,184

Plumbing - new

20.5%

sf

HVAC - new

20.5%

Fire Protection - new

127,246 10,742

20.00

258,882

2

25,000

60,250

19.34

120,812 10,742

19.34

250,339

5,184

15.64

97,699 10,742

20.94

271,050

sf

5,184

51.62

322,456 10,742

51.62

668,175

20.5%

sf

5,184

5.90

36,856 10,742

5.90

76,370

Electrical - new

20.5%

sf

5,184

35.80

223,633 10,742

35.80

463,399

Equipment - new

20.5%

sf

5,184

1.95

12,181 10,742

2.60

33,655

Furnishings - new

20.5%

sf

5,184

4.28

26,736 10,742

4.28

55,401

Superstructure Renovation - topping at
green roof
Superstructure Renovation - Misc steel at
roof
Superstructure Renovation - Roof tie-in
Shoring at floor

20.5%

sf

5,400

3.75

24,401

20.5%

lbs

5,940

2.50

17,894

20.5%

ls

1 2,500.00

3,013

20.5%

ls

1

15,000

18,075

Shoring at roof

20.5%

ls

1 5,000.00

6,025

Steel roof deck

20.5%

sf

5,400

3.75

24,401

Structural steel at roof

20.5%

lbs

59,400

2.35

168,206

Topping slab at floor

20.5%

sf

5,156

3.75

23,299

Selective Bldg Demo Renov - 2nd flr roof
structur Bldg Demo Selective
Renov - slab/flr @ bsmt

20.5%

sf

2,200

15.00

39,765

20.5%

sf

2,956

5.00

17,810

30,125
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

88

Implement Alternative A.

General Conditions
TOTAL COSTS*

5,600,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

2,925,000
-2,675,000
SAVINGS
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Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Locate electrical room on east side of building.

June 2015
IDEA #

92

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Power from the utility company comes from power poles along 25 Ave. NW. Feeders from the pole run
across the site to the utility transformer on the west side in the service yard area.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Locate the utility transformer and main electrical room on the east of the building closer to the utility source.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Do not recommend. The current architecture of the building does not support the relocation of the main
electrical room to the east side of the building.

NOT PRICED
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FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Locate electrical room on east side of building.

ADVANTAGES
● Less cost to run primary feeders from pole to
transformer

June 2015
IDEA #

92

DISADVANTAGES
● Current building layout does not support
relocating the main electrical room to the east
side of the building

● Less coordination with other site utilities

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
By relocating the main electrical room, the room will be located closer to the utility point of service on 25th
Ave. NW. This would reduce the amount of primary conduit that would be installed across the site, therefore
reducing initial cost. This also reduces the congestion with other utilities which also run across the site such
as the ground-loop piping and storm drain detention piping. However, the current layout of the building and
tight site constraints do not support the relocation to the east side of the building.
Due to the impracticality of locating the electrical room on the east side of the building, this alternative was
not priced.
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FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

June 2015
IDEA #

93

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The main electrical room for the building is located on the 2nd floor.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Locate the main electrical room on the 1st floor of the building.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend relocating the main electrical room to the 1st floor of the building.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
45,000 $
$
45,000
16,000 $
$
16,000
(29,000) $
$
(29,000)
SAVINGS
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FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

ADVANTAGES
● Lower cost for electrical feeders

June 2015
IDEA #

93

DISADVANTAGES
● Displaces janitor's office or equipment storage
area to 2nd floor

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
By moving the main electrical room to the 1st floor, the incoming utility feeds could come directly into the
switchboard from the underground. With the switchboard on the second floor, the utility feeds will need to
be concrete encased with a minimum of 2 in. through the 1st floor. Another advantage is that the feeders
from the MDP could run underground in a more direct path to the other electrical rooms, utilizing PVC
conduits in place of rigid steel conduits, reducing cost. There will need to be electrical chases to the second
floor electrical room, however, these conduits are not required to be concrete encased. The proposed
revised layout includes locating either the Janitor's Office or the Equipment Storage on the second floor
adjacent to the mechanical platform and reorganizing the layout of the Service Yard Storage to
accommodate the main electrical room.
There is no line item cost for feeder cost in the estimate. Feeder lengths were estimated from the SD
drawings set. We assumed two 2 ½ in. conduits to each room from the main electrical room. The savings
amount will vary if assumptions are not correct.
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FUNCTION:

Organize Interior

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

93

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

93

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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VE WORKBOOK # 93
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June 2015

FUNCTION: Organize Interior
TITLE:

93

IDEA #

Locate electrical room on 1st floor.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Concrete encasement reduction
Utility feeder reduction 2000A
2.5 in. RGS Conduit

%
20.5%

2.5 in. PVC

TOTAL COSTS*

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
lf
15
125.00
2,259

20.5%

lf

15

565.00

10,212

20.5%

lf

1,000

26.95

32,475

20.5%

lf

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

1,000

13.45

45,000

16,207

16,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-29,000
SAVINGS
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Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

94
Organize Interior
IDEA #
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing basement areas
and balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a new rooftop penthouse.
TITLE:
(Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline design includes ten VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs), a water-to-water heat
pump, boiler, and pumps located in the new and existing basements.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Place three VAHRUs, the water-to-water heat pump, boiler, and pumps in the existing basements, and
locate the remaining VAHRUs, consolidated to fewer units, in the mechanical platforms and an added
penthouse.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend implementing this alternative for substantial cost savings while maintaining the baseline design
water-to-water heat pump and VAHRU mechanical system.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
(Initial plus
Subsequent Cost
(Present Value)
Initial Cost
subsequent)
4,395,000 $
$
4,395,000
2,141,000 $
$
2,141,000
(2,254,000) $
$
(2,254,000)
SAVINGS
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94
Organize Interior
IDEA #
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing basement areas
and balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a new rooftop penthouse.
TITLE:
(Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Optimizes available mechanical space in the
● Limits flexibility of operating the building on a
existing basement
floor-by-floor basis
FUNCTION:

● Eliminates excavation and structural
● More horizontal air distribution ductwork for
improvements required under the existing building
floors above the existing basements
structure
●

● Requires access to a rooftop penthouse on the
east side of the building

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The total number of air handling units in the basement is requiring a disproportionate amount of mechanical
space and associated excavation and structural challenges for lowering the basement floors. By combining
the areas served by the VAHRUs, fewer, larger VAHRUs are required. For this alternative, the existing
basement will be used for its maximum available space for mechanical equipment. Air conditioning heat
recovery ventilation units (ACHRUs) 1 and 2 located in the west basement per the baseline will be relocated
to the boiler room. VAHRUs on the west side of the existing basement will be consolidated and relocated to
the mechanical platform west of the gym. VAHRUs on the east side of the existing basement will be
consolidated and relocated to the mechanical platform above the Administration area, and to a new rooftop
penthouse above the second floor of the existing east wing (roof of the 1946 addition).
This alternative is conditional on implementation of Workbook OI-88 Implement Alternative A, the location of
a new third floor above the west wing.
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94
Organize Interior
IDEA #
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing
basement areas and balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a
TITLE:
new rooftop penthouse. (Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
94
IDEA #
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing
basement areas and balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a
TITLE:
new rooftop penthouse. (Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
94
IDEA #
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing
basement areas and balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a
TITLE:
new rooftop penthouse. (Includes CS-19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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FUNCTION: Organize Interior
IDEA # 94
Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs) that fit in the existing basement areas and
TITLE:
balance of units in baseline mechanical platforms and a new rooftop penthouse. (Includes CS19, CS-24, OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)
CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
$
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
ea
14
68,570 1,156,776

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
$
Qty
TOTAL $
10
72,000
867,600

Description
Air handling units with
HRU's
Hydronic piping

%
20.5%
20.5%

ls

1

247,276

297,968

1

234,912

283,069

HVAC ductwork

20.5%

ls

1

728,143

877,412

1

764,550

921,283

Range of magnitude
basement at addition
Range of magnitude
basement under existing
Rooftop penthouse

20.5%

ls

1

934,000

1,125,470

20.5%

ls

1

778,000

937,490

20.5%

sf

768

75.00

69,408

TOTAL COSTS*

4,395,000

2,141,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-2,254,000
SAVINGS
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102
Organize Site
IDEA #
Retain existing playground and park developments and add new site improvements north
TITLE:
of playground.
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The majority of the existing site improvements to the south of the building addition will be removed and
replaced.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Retain as much of the existing site improvements (neighborhood improvements, paving, drainage,
landscaping) to the south of the building addition as possible.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
This proposal is recommended for consideration as there appears to be opportunities for cost savings,
however it has not been fully vetted for site grading and geothermal well field installation constraints.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,155,000 $
$
1,155,000
796,000 $
$
796,000
(359,000) $
$
(359,000)
SAVINGS
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102
Organize Site
IDEA #
Retain existing playground and park developments and add new site improvements north
TITLE:
of playground.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces site impacts and cost
● Limits opportunities for changing site uses
FUNCTION:

● Maintains community planned/installed
improvements

● Limits area available for geothermal well
installation

● Could help compress construction schedule for
site work

● Potential for unintended damage from
construction activities

● Retains more existing trees onsite which helps
towards Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI)

●

● May still be opportunities to incorporate
bioretention areas adjacent to existing
improvements

●

DISCUSSION
The existing layout of the outdoor play area in the southern portion of the site appears to provide
opportunities for re-use in it's current configuration with some enhancements. This would reduce the
amount of drainage utility and pavement demolition and in turn reduce the amount of disturbed area,
replaced impervious surface and new drainage facilities required. Additionally, trenching and disturbance of
existing asphalt for the installation of utilities, such as the geothermal well field and ground loop piping, are
not typically counted in the new plus replaced impervious surface which trigger stormwater flow control
facilities. An asphalt overlay could be used for minor adjustments in the grade of existing asphalt closer to
the building addition to better tie into the addition's finished floor elevations. Installation of a seal coat on all
existing and new asphalt would help provide a uniform appearance and reduce the 'patchwork' look from
utility trenching, grinding off existing paint, and any other spot repairs.
Maintaining much of the existing outdoor play area will limit the available area for geothermal well and
ground loop piping installation in order to avoid existing site improvements and utilities. It appears that the
existing open circular area in the middle of the existing running track, as well as some of the existing paved
areas to the north, may still be available for geothermal system installation, however the amount of
geothermal wells would likely be reduced by at least half of what is currently shown. Compensating for the
loss of geothermal well area is not included in the cost analysis for this alternative.
The cost comparison of the baseline scenario to the proposed VE scenario assumes that approximately 75%
of the landscape improvements included in the baseline landscape estimate (excluding the green roof) would
still be included to enhance the existing outdoor play area landscaping and equipment. There may also still
be some opportunities to incorporate smaller rain garden/bioretention areas in/around the existing
improvements.
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102
Organize Site
IDEA #
Retain existing playground and park developments and add new site
TITLE:
improvements north of playground.

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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June 2015

FUNCTION: Organize Site
102
IDEA #
Retain existing playground and park developments and add new site
TITLE:
improvements north of playground.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

CLOUDED AREAS POTENTIALLY
STILL AVAILABLE FOR GEOTHERMAL
WELL AND PIPING INSTALLATION
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102
FUNCTION: Organize Site
IDEA #
Retain existing playground and park developments and add new site improvements north of
TITLE:
playground.
CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION

Description
Demolish onsite paving

%
20.5%

Unit
sy

Demolish catch basin

20.5%

ea

Demolish utilities

20.5%

Remove existing site
features
Fine grade asphalt play

Qty
Unit Cost $ TOTAL $
3,500
7.00
29,523

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Qty
Unit Cost $
1,400
7.00

TOTAL $
11,809

19

300.00

6,869

10

300.00

3,615

lf

3,300

7.00

27,836

2,700

7.00

22,775

20.5%

ls

1

5,000.00

6,025

0.5

5,000.00

3,013

20.5%

sy

4,200

2.50

12,653

1,400

2.50

4,218

Std duty asphalt conc (3
in. thick)
Std duty CSBC (4 in.
thick)
Infiltration pipe

20.5%

sy

4,200

19.00

96,159

1,400

19.00

32,053

20.5%

sy

4,200

9.00

45,549

1,400

9.00

15,183

20.5%

lf

200

350.00

84,350

100

350.00

42,175

Type 1 catch basin

20.5%

ea

7

1,500.00

12,653

4

1,500.00

7,230

CPEP 12 in. diameter

20.5%

lf

670

35.00

28,257

300

35.00

12,653

GSI (Rain gardens)

20.5%

ls

1

14,850.00

17,894

0.5

14,850.00

8,947

Landscape improvements
(not incl. green roof)

20.5%

ls

1 653,653.00

787,652

0.8 653,653.00

590,739

Asphalt overlay to
facilitate minor grade
changes
Seal coat all new/existing
asphalt

20.5%

sy

700

19.00

16,027

20.5%

sy

4,200

5.00

25,305

TOTAL COSTS*

1,155,000

796,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-359,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 105
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.

June 2015
IDEA #

105

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline structural framing at the Student Dining area, Kitchen, and Gymnasium consists of metal deck
over steel roof framing that is supported by load bearing CMU walls. The roof framing at the Child Care area
consists of metal deck over steel joists that are supported by steel columns and beams with light-gauge infill
shear walls.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Use wood framing at the Student Dining Area, Gymnasium, Kitchen and Child Care Classroom areas.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend considering this alternative further due to the cost and escalation risk reduction.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
1,393,000 $
$
1,393,000
1,311,000 $
$
1,311,000
(82,000) $
$
(82,000)
SAVINGS
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FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces construction cost

June 2015
IDEA #

105

DISADVANTAGES
● Perceived lack of durability

● Improves thermal envelope

● Deeper structural sections may be required

● Reduces construction time vs. CMU and Steel

● Requires firewall separation

● Reduces construction material escalation risk

●

DISCUSSION
The alternative proposes framing the entire area south of Grid H.3 with wood in lieu of the CMU and steel
baseline design. The roof framing would be composed of plywood sheathing over open-web wood bar joists
or I-joists. At the outdoor play area the framing would be composed of plywood sheathing over 2x decking
over GL beams. Mechanical mezzanines would be framed with plywood sheathing over I-joists. This framing
system could support housekeeping slabs if necessary. At the tall glazing walls, it is likely that HSS columns
would still be required. The tall gymnasium and dining area walls would be framed with structural composite
lumber. These wood stud bearing walls would be sheathed with plywood and act as shear walls. The wall
layout would be similar to that of the CMU wall layout. Due to the lighter weight of the building material, it is
anticipated that the foundation sizes would be reduced accordingly. At gridline J, a fire separation wall is
added requiring added CMU wall, double layer of GWB at the wood framing, 1 1/2 hr rated doors, and the
addition of a coiling fire shutter at the ramp on gridline K.
Because the alternative uses a combustible building material in the south portion of the building, there will
need to be area separation walls between the north half of the site which consists of non-combustible
materials.
The construction time for the wood framed structure will be much faster when compared to a steel and
masonry system, both in the field and with shop drawing review. In the wood framed option, there will still be
some structural steel components, but there will be significantly fewer pieces to check when compared to the
all-steel option. Erection of the wood framed system will save three to four weeks of construction time in the
field when compared to the erection of the CMU walls and steel framing. The current level of construction
activity in the Seattle market is adversely impacting the availability and cost of steel.
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

105

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED

Foundation Plan
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

105

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED

Mezzanine Framing Plan
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

105

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED

Roof Framing Plan
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

105

IDEA #

Use wood-frame construction at addition south of gridline H.3.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Steel roof deck

%
20.5%

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
SF
23,000
3.75
103,931

Steel deck at mezz

20.5%

SF

6,622

3.75

29,923

Misc. steel at mezz

20.5%

LBS

10,000

2.50

30,125

Structural steel at mezz

20.5%

LBS

55,340

2.40

160,043

Steel at roof

20.5%

LBS

149,500

2.40

432,354

Wood framed addition

20.5%

SF

Continuous Footings

20.5%

CY

114

500.00

Conc Stem Walls

20.5%

CY

62

8" CMU Walls

20.5%

SF

Interior Framed Walls

20.5%

SF

Interior Wood Framed
FRT Walls w/ 2 Layers
GWB

20.5%

SF

1.5 Hour Door Assembly
Premium (2 SGL, 2 DBL)
OH Door at Ramp

20.5%
20.5%

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $

29,622

15.50

553,265

68,685

124

500.00

74,710

850.00

63,504

62.5

850.00

64,016

5,734

19.00

131,280

9,838

19.00

225,241

30,998

10.00

373,526 29,990

10.00

361,380

1,008

15.00

18,220

LS

1 4,000.00

4,820

EA

1 7,500.00

9,038

Add Fire Wall along Grid J

TOTAL COSTS*

1,393,000

1,311,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-82,000
SAVINGS
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106
Support Load
IDEA #
Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with structural CMU
TITLE:
walls.
BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline structural framing at the Student Dining area, Kitchen, and Gymnasium consists of metal deck
over steel roof framing that is supported by load bearing CMU walls. The roof framing at the Child Care area
consists of metal deck over steel joists that are supported by steel columns and beams with light-gauge infill
shear walls.
FUNCTION:

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Frame the mechanical mezzanines and roof structures with wood and retain the baseline structural CMU
walls.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend accepting this alternative for cost and construction duration reduction.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
225,000 $
$
225,000
126,000 $
$
126,000
(99,000) $
$
(99,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 106
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

106
Support Load
IDEA #
Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with structural CMU
TITLE:
walls.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Wood framing is more economical
● Perceived reduced durability
FUNCTION:

● Reduces construction time and shop drawing
review

● Requires tighter framing member spacing

● Employs a more forgiving construction material in
the field

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
Switching the framing of the mezzanine and roof from steel to wood offers economic advantages while
simplifying the construction of the building and maintaining the same building performance in terms of
durability and aesthetics. The wood roof framing takes advantage of the relatively short spans at the
gymnasium and dining area, although member spacing will be much tighter. The CMU walls are still
compatible with the wood roof and mezzanine framing. Mechanical mezzanines would be framed with
plywood sheathing over I-joists. The wood framing system at the mezzanine could be designed to support
concrete housekeeping pads if necessary.
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FUNCTION: Support Load
106
IDEA #
Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with
TITLE:
structural CMU walls.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Mezzanine Framing Plan
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FUNCTION: Support Load
106
IDEA #
Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with
TITLE:
structural CMU walls.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Roof Framing Plan
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

106

IDEA #

Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and kitchen areas with structural CMU walls.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Steel roof structure

%
20.5%

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
lbs
73,060
2.35
206,888

Misc steel in roof

20.5%

lbs

Wood roof structure

20.5%

sf

TOTAL COSTS*

6,000

2.50

18,075

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $

3,500

2.50

10,544

11,240

8.50

115,126

225,000

126,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-99,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 108
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015
108

FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation. (Includes ES-54)

IDEA #

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Roofs vary in height at the south addition over different functional and building areas.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Simplify the design by changing to one roof deck height for all of the south addition except the Childcare
wing. The gym height is lowered to match other areas of the addition.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend accepting for lower cost, reduced energy use and faster construction.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
116,000 $
$
116,000
20,000 $
$
20,000
(96,000) $
$
(96,000)
SAVINGS
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108

FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation. (Includes ES-54)

ADVANTAGES
● Lowers construction cost and time for
construction of roof structure

IDEA #

DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces interest of architectural massing of roof
shapes

● Reduces heating energy use

●

● Reduces roof maintenance if gutters are reduced
or eliminated

●

● Reduces risk of roof leaks due to less base,
counter flashing and parapet cap

●

● No programmatic disadvantage to gym use if
interior clear height under roof structure is
reduced to 23 ft.

●

DISCUSSION
The baseline design at the south additions has roofs varying in height by about 5 ft. The southwest wing
containing the kitchen and music/stage is nearly the same height as the roof over the dining, covered play
and gym support spaces, but is separated by a parapet. The gym is higher than optimal height for
PE/athletics for elementary age by 4 or 5 ft., presumably to provide interest to the architectural massing, and
to allow for high windows on the south wall of the gym. However, the gym will have excellent natural
daylighting from skylights, and the unshaded south windows or translucent panels will be a source of solar
gain and glare, interfering with game play and PE instruction. The massing variation at the gym is not readily
visible or likely to be appreciated from ground level, due to setbacks from roof edges and trees. The extra
height of the gym increases the volume that needs to be conditioned. Parapets and short upper walls at roof
height changes introduce thermal breaks in the exterior building envelope. They are much more labor and
material-intensive to design and build than the field of the roof.
SPS technical design standards for roofing call for gutters at eaves of sloped roofs with pitch of 4:12
minimum. The standard for low slope, or nominally flat, roofs is to terminate within a minimum 4 foot high
parapet. Unnecessary gutters add maintenance costs. Eliminating the higher roof at the gym eliminates 332
ft. of gutters, and adds internal roof drains and/or exterior scuppers and downspouts at parapets.
For additional savings not included in this proposal, the design team could consider providing roof drainage
slope of 1/2 in. per ft. in the structure instead of the baseline design that uses tapered insulation. Because
the 2012 Energy Code requires full code minimum R value at the minimum thickness point of tapered
insulation, and no longer permits averaging of the value, tapered insulation can become far thicker than is
optimal for energy conservation and constructability on wide roofs.
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108
Support Load
IDEA #
Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation. (Includes ESTITLE:
54)

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Support Load
108
IDEA #
Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation. (Includes ESTITLE:
54)
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

IDEA #

108

Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at one elevation. (Includes ES-54)

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION

Description
8 in. ground face CMU
wall
exterior insul &
rainscreen panel on CMU
wall
curtainwall

%
20.5%

Unit
sf

Qty
1,128

TOTAL $
19.00
25,826

20.5%

sf

1,128

15.00

20,389

20.5%

sf

200

90.00

21,690

roof gutters

20.5%

lf

332

15.00

6,001

parapet wall system

20.5%

sf

672

18.00

14,576

parapet cap

20.5%

lf

168

15.00

3,037

sunscreen - horizontal

20.5%

lf

50

130.00

7,833

internal roof drains and
overflow drains
downspouts at gym

20.5%

ea

20.5%

lf

30

15.00

542

roof overhang, edge,
soffit at GL 8.1
roof parapet & wall at GL
8.1

20.5%

sf

550

25.00

16,569

20.5%

sf

TOTAL COSTS*

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

8

400.00

3,856

550

25.00

16,569

116,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

20,000
-96,000
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 109
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.

June 2015
IDEA #

109

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The structure of the Child Care buildings consist of metal deck spanning to steel beams/joists that are
supported by steel columns with metal stud infill walls at the perimeter. Stud walls are sheathed with
Sureboard for lateral resistance.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Frame the Child Care building with wood.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend considering this alternative for cost and escalation risk reduction.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
623,000 $
$
623,000
614,000 $
$
614,000
(9,000) $
$
(9,000)
SAVINGS
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VE WORKBOOK # 109
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.

ADVANTAGES
● Reduces cost

June 2015
IDEA #

109

DISADVANTAGES
● Perceived as less durable

● Reduces construction and shop drawing review
time

● Requires tighter framing member spacing

● Employs a more forgiving construction material in
the field

● Requires fire separation wall

● Size and location of building support framing in
wood

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
The baseline framing scheme at the Child Care building calls for structural decking, beams and columns with
light gauge steel infill walls that are sheathed with light gauge steel wall panels.
Framing the childcare area with wood rather than using structural steel is an attractive alternative because
the building is structurally independent of the other buildings on the campus. The Child Care wing is
composed of two relatively small, rectangular structures. With the given configuration, wood roof joists can
easily span across the space to the north/south bearing lines and the loads can be accommodated by wood
studs. Keeping in line with the original design, light wood panel shear walls can be used for the lateral
system. All of the exterior walls would act as shear walls and the walls running east/west at the central
kitchen, bathroom and office area can be sheathed with plywood as well, providing added lateral resistance.
The wood framed structure would also provide a better thermal envelope for the building when compared to
the steel framed structure.
A fire separation wall is required between gridlines L and M on gridline 8.1. Alternative assumes a CMU wall
and the addition of a layer of GWB to the wood framing, as well as providing 1 1/2 hr rated doors.
The building location lends itself well to framing independently from the rest of the addition and could
commence after the Gym addition structure is in place without impacting the schedule.
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FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

109

Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.
SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION

Child Care Framing Plan.
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

June 2015
IDEA #

109

Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Child Care Framing Plan
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

109

IDEA #

Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

Description
Steel roof structure

%
20.5%

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
$
TOTAL $
LBS 20,800
2.35
58,900

Misc steel in roof

20.5%

LBS

1,500

2.50

4,519

Ext framed
walls/rainscreen
Wood framed structure

20.5%

SF

3,001

15.00

54,243

20.5%

SF

3,120

13.00

48,875

Ext wall rain screen

20.5%

SF

3,001

8.00

28,930

Continuous Footings

20.5%

CY

114

500.00

68,685

119

500.00

71,698

Conc Stem Walls

20.5%

CY

62

850.00

63,504

62.5

850.00

64,016

6" CMU Walls

20.5%

SF

1,024

16.00

19,743

Interior Framed Walls

20.5%

SF

373,526 30,166

10.00

363,500

Interior Wood Framed
FRT Walls w/ 2 Layers
GWB

20.5%

SF

832

15.00

15,038

1.5 Hour Door Assembly
Premium (2 SGL)

20.5%

LS

1

1,500

1,808

TOTAL COSTS*

30,998

10.00

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
$
TOTAL $

623,000

614,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-9,000
SAVINGS
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Seattle Public Schools

June 2015
112

FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural backfill.

IDEA #

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
The baseline assumption is to over excavate soil down to suitable bearing and extending foundations down
to suitable material or backfill with structural fill.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Per the geotechnical report, use aggregate piers in areas of thicker uncontrolled fill rather than over
excavating in these areas.

RECOMMENDATION/RESULT
Recommend implementing the use of geopiers where applicable.

COST SUMMARY
Baseline Design Assumption
Proposed Alternate
Total (proposed less baseline)

$
$
$

Net Present Value
Subsequent Cost
(Initial plus
Initial Cost
(Present Value)
subsequent)
237,000 $
$
237,000
145,000 $
$
145,000
(92,000) $
$
(92,000)
SAVINGS
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112

FUNCTION:

Support Load

TITLE:

Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural backfill.

IDEA #

ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
● Reduces amount of import and export of material ● Can only be used in areas of new construction,
i.e. can't be used to underpin existing
construction
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DISCUSSION
Aggregate piers or geopiers are a very cost effective way of amending and improving the soil in lieu of over
excavation efforts to reach suitable bearing soil. Similar to the installation of piles, geopiers are located
below the foundations, but their installation is much quieter and less expensive than that of driven piles.
Using them avoids the expense and disruption of importing and exporting fill material from the urban site.
We concur with the recommendation of the geotech report that geopiers should be used where over
excavation exceeds two to three ft.
The actual quantity and depth of geopiers is unknown at this time, therefore the cost analysis supporting this
alternative is a rough order of magnitude (ROM) estimate based on approximately 40% savings relative to
over excavation and structural backfill, and needs verification by the project team.
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112
Support Load
IDEA #
Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural
TITLE:
backfill.

FUNCTION:

SKETCH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTION
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FUNCTION: Support Load
112
IDEA #
Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural
TITLE:
backfill.
SKETCH OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
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FUNCTION: Support Load
TITLE:

112

IDEA #

Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of over-excavation and structural backfill.

CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

Markup

BASELINE DESIGN ASSUMPTION
Unit Cost
Unit
Qty
TOTAL $
$
cy
2,000
12.00
28,920

Description
Cut to fill (AHBL)

%
20.5%

Cut to export (AHBL)

20.5%

cy

4,200

22.00

111,342

Import structural fill
(AHBL)
Geopiers ROM estimate

20.5%

cy

2,000

40.00

96,400

20.5%

ls

TOTAL COSTS*

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
Unit Cost
Qty
TOTAL $
$

1 120,000

237,000

144,600

145,000

TOTAL (PROPOSED less BASELINE)
Note: Total Costs are rounded to nearest thousand dollars

-92,000
SAVINGS
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Value Engineering Study
Loyal Heights Elementary
Seattle Public Schools, Seattle, WA

June 2015

Function Analysis
Random Function Determination
The VET identified project functions required for the project to deliver the services required and accomplish the
project goals. Identification and analysis of the underlying functions helped the VET form a deeper understanding
of the project alternatives and consider alternatives to improve the design. The function or functions categorized
as Basic are defined as the principal reasons for the project. Higher Order functions are why the Basic functions
are being implemented. Required Secondary and Secondary functions are the means by which the Basic
function is carried out and supported. Additionally, several functions fall into the category of All-the-Time
functions or define performance criteria for the project.
Function

Function Type

Engage Community

Higher Order

Educate Students

Higher Order

House Program

Basic

Incorporate Community

Secondary

Connect Indoor/Outdoor

Secondary

Supervise Students

Secondary

Supervise Site/Building

Secondary

Support Staff

Secondary

Play Games

Secondary

Promote Exercise

Secondary

Prepare/Serve Food

Secondary

Deliver Supplies

Secondary

Enclose Space

Secondary

Exclude Weather

Secondary

Distribute Communications

Secondary

Secure Site/Building

Secondary

Condition Space

Secondary

Control Temperature

Secondary

Support Load

Secondary

Resist Shear

Secondary

Illuminate Space

Secondary

Manage Acoustics

Secondary

Convey Waste

Secondary

Distribute Power

Secondary

Optimize Interior

Secondary

Circulate Occupants

Secondary
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Access Site/Building

Secondary

Manage Traffic

Secondary

Organize Site

Secondary

Control Access

Secondary

Manage Stormwater

Secondary

Mitigate Run-off

Secondary

Accommodate Assemblies

Secondary

Preserve Playground

Secondary

Preserve Trees

Secondary

Conserve Water

Secondary

Conserve Energy

Secondary

Conserve Material

Secondary

Blend Architecture

Secondary

Include Pre-K Childcare

Secondary

Preserve Landmark

Secondary

Optimize Site

Secondary

June 2015
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VE WORKBOOK # CP-116
Loyal Heights Elementary School
Seattle Public Schools
FUNCTION: Construct Project

June 2015
IDEA #

116

TITLE: Evaluate Estimate and Constructability
Review of the Design Team Cost Estimate
Estimate Reviewed: Loyal Heights Elementary Schematic Documents Estimate Summary GC/CM
Contract 4-Jun-15, prepared by The Robinson Company
Unit Costs:
The current working estimate was reviewed to verify that the unit pricing accurately reflects the items of
work in the project. The significant unit pricing differences that should be verified are:
• Unit prices for Shoring ($900/LF vs $150/LF) at Basements
• Lump Sum cost for Green Roof Premium (lacks description)
• Lump Sum cost for Hardware Rating Premium (lacks description)
• Unit Price for Civil MOB at $65,400 (AHBL’s estimate at $43,000)
• Unit price for the Covered Play Allowance. Verify this IS NOT included with unit costs for the
structure, foundations, roofing, etc., in other areas.
Owner Markups:
• The current working estimate includes an overall 20.5% contingency. This is split into a 6.5%
escalation contingency, 9% design and estimating contingency and a 5% MACC contingency.
Approximately $6,200,000 dollars of contingency is included in the estimate, not including $1,350,000
sum for Negotiated Support Services.
Possible Cost Duplications/Cost Overages:
• It is unclear whether there are duplications in earthwork quantities and cost between the detailed civil
estimate from AHBL and the Robinson estimate. The AHBL estimate includes a line item labeled Cut
to Export (Existing Fill) of 4200 CY. It is assumed that this is the existing unsuitable fill identified in
the geotechnical report. The Robinson estimate includes excavation for the basements which may
overlap with at least a portion of the quantity of export identified in the AHBL estimate.
• Both the AHBL estimate and the Robinson estimate include quantities and costs for footing drains,
although the numbers differ. It is unclear if there is a duplication between the two estimates for
footing drains.
• $150,000 is included three times in the Renovation estimate for seismic upgrade allowance. Twice in
“SUPERSTRUCTURE” and once in “EXTERIOR CLOSURE” for a total of $450,000.
• The Site Work estimate has a contingency included as a line item that has an additional 9% added
after subtotals on the summary page.
• There are line item costs for the covered play area in the detailed estimate and a cost per sq. ft. in
addition to these costs included in the Site Development budget.
• AHBL's civil estimate is $1,110,556 w/contingency – Robinson’s current estimate for the same scope
is $1,217,613. An additional 9% design contingency is added to this on the summary page.
• Kitchen equipment cost in the estimate by Halliday is at $260,000 – Robinson’s current estimate for
the same scope is $325,000.
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Contractor Markups:
• The subcontractor markups are not defined.
• Nothing included for Bid Package Markups or their portion of the General Conditions.
• The GC/CM Fee at 3.52% is on the summary page below the Cost of Work subtotal.
Scope:
The current working estimate was reviewed to verify that it reflects the scope of work as defined in the
Design Development plans dated June 1, 2015, narratives and conversations with the design team. We
have identified some items that are not included in the estimate but are reflected on the plans.
• Bond costs for bid packages.
• General requirements or bid package markups.
• 144 geo-thermal wells 300’ deep will generate over 1,600 CY of soils needing to be hauled off-site.
• Concrete retaining walls at loading dock.
• Insulation under new slabs and basement walls.
• Rigid insulation at exterior walls of 1932 Building.
• Parapet shoring and roof deck shoring for demolition.
• Reshoring of second floor deck for demolition of roof above.
• Brace frames.
Overall Recommendation:
We are concerned that the current working estimate Total MACC amount of $36.7 million dollars DOES
NOT fully represent the complexity of the 35% Schematic Design documents. An example of this is
identifying costs to transfer the 3rd Floor Addition loads down to the foundations. Currently, the budget
has $28,000 to accomplish this, which is insufficient. We were unable to identify several key elements
(mentioned above) within the estimate and there are major discrepancies between the building elevations
and the plans making it difficult to verify scope with budget. The electrical estimate lacked any detail and
appears to be based off historical data applied to the building sq. ft. to formulate a cost. It contains four
categories, site cost, building cost, telcom cost, and life/safety. Once the overall estimate has been
reconciled with the GC/CM’s budget, these discrepancies should be vetted out.
A Design Contingency at 9% is adequate for a project at this level of design. Escalation in today’s 2015
market place is currently at 6% to 6.5% and is expected to climb slightly through 2016. Escalation for this
estimate is calculated from the date of the estimate to the anticipated bid; typically escalation is calculated
to the midpoint of construction capturing anticipated cost creep for work and materials that occur in the
last half of the schedule. This method is more readily used and is considered a more accurate approach
to capturing escalation costs.
Adding a third floor and executing construction under the existing building are driving costs up on this
project. We estimate that the new basements are costing about $1,000,000 each and the third floor has a
$100/SF premium over a standard addition cost because of the work required to construct on top of an
existing building and carry the loads to the foundation level. The risk of shoring and demolishing the
existing roof structure (concrete in some areas), shoring and excavating at the subgrade level, and
constructing new footings below the existing building may not be fully captured in the cost estimate.
Similarly, the risk and cost for shoring, demolition, excavation/over excavation, structural backfill and
construction of the new basements under the existing building are may not be fully captured. There are
less expensive alternatives for accomplishing the same functions in different ways. We’ve provided
options for your review in our proposals.
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General Requirement costs beyond what the GC/CM is responsible for were not included within the
subtrade budgets. Those costs include bonding, insurance, overhead and profit, site supervision,
mobilizations, B&O taxes, cleanup of their work, etc. Typically, these costs are approximately 10% (and
higher) of the bid package amounts for work typically performed by the General Contractor. We
recommend consideration of these costs.
Schedule:
Having a February 2017 start date, and a July 2018 final completion date is more than ample time to
complete this project either as a steel framed or wood framed building. Access is restricted and lay down
areas are confined, however not to the extent that it will impact this schedule.
Constructability:
Since this project is in an urban setting on smaller residential side streets, there will be challenges.
Construction deliveries will be difficult and add to existing congestion presenting timing and logistical
challenges. Careful planning and coordination will be necessary to mitigate this.
Another challenge will come working on and around the building’s exterior. With all the established
shrubbery and trees it will be difficult to erect scaffolding for cleaning, tuck pointing and sealing the brick.
Progress will be slower than anticipated due to limited access. Some areas may require ladders or cherry
pickers for access to the walls.
Work to install the geo-thermal wells and associated piping to the manifold presents several challenges.
With limited site access, this work will dominate site construction activities until it’s completed. The other
challenge associated with this work will come from coordination with new and existing utilities. Existing
utilities need to be carefully located and avoided.
Adding a third floor to the 1932 building with all the associated support work will be difficult. Substantial
floor deck, roof deck, and second floor wall (including the concrete parapet) shoring will be required to
demolish the structure needed for the replacement work going in its place. Steel erection and concrete
conveyance operations will be conducted from the streets on three sides. Since there isn’t room to
“shake out” the steel when delivered it will need to be delivered in erection sequence. All structural work
on the second floor and replaced roof area (the new floor for the addition above) must be completed and
tied into the building before the third floor addition can begin, including the pathways to transfer new loads
down to the foundations. Since the access around the area is confined and the work sequencing is
difficult, construction of this work will require more time than the standalone additions will require, as will
the work required to lower the basement and crawl space floor and convert the space into mechanical
rooms.
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Value Engineering Study Report
Loyal Heights Elementary School
Seattle Public Schools, Seattle, WA

June 2015

Observations and Comments
The following observations and comments were made by the VET following the kick-off meeting design
presentation and documents review:
• Adding a story to an older building comes with inherent difficulties and typically higher cost and risk
• 3rd floor addition is set-back from face of building below to satisfy neighborhood and Landmarks board
concerns
• 3rd floor single loaded corridors is inefficient use of space
• 3rd floor addition structurally doesn’t stack with the structure below
• Incorporating a 3rd floor addition with existing building could trigger structural/seismic upgrades to the
existing building
• A percentage of existing roof structure is being replaced to support the addition, green roof and paver roof
areas
• There is a high potential for added risk and cost to add the 3rd floor at the existing building which hasn’t
been identified yet
• Geotech report indicates soil at the existing building is 3,000 psi whereas the design documents for the
existing structure indicate the footing design is for 6,000 psi soil bearing
• Floor-to-floor heights at the new addition range between 14 ft. – 16 ft.
• A high percentage of new glazing for daylighting is illuminating non-classroom/non-program areas
• Roof has a large number of skylights
• The energy goal of and EUI of 20 is quite aggressive, especially for a renovation project
• Mass of existing concrete structure building has thermal value which could be utilized
• Existing ventilation seems to be working and the building was cool today on a hot day
• Existing breather walls are capable of distributing a high volume of air
• School teachers had requested a building with operable windows, however the mechanical system is
dependent on a sealed space to function efficiently
• Square foot cost for mechanical is quite high, not including cost to construct mechanical basements
• 20,000 sf. of area is dedicated to mechanical rooms
• Excavation under existing building for mechanical rooms is expensive excavation
• Intention is to use the building management system (BMS) to control lighting, which isn’t the most efficient or
cost-effective approach
• Design is using a battery back-up in lieu of an emergency generator
• Electrical room is located on 2nd floor which adds cost
• Classroom audio amplification system is fairly sophisticated
• Specifications call for direct/indirect lighting
• Lighting goal is to use 100% LED
• Some lighting needs to match historic
• District design standards are fairly strict
• Kitchen appears to be full-service prep kitchen
• Intention is to include solar hot water preheat if in budget
• Installing all of the geothermal ground-source wells on the tight site could be difficult
• Utilities and ground-source well homerun piping may have conflicts
• Stormwater detention pipes and ground-source wells will be competing for the same real estate
• Civil cost estimate seems high for scope – need to review AHBL detailed estimate
• There is a lot of infrastructure being fit into the loading dock yard
• Green roof contribution to stormwater management is currently not counted in the drainage design
• Only one infiltration test pit was done on-site
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Value Engineering Study
Loyal Heights Elementary
Seattle Public Schools, Seattle, WA

June 2015

Background Documents

The documents listed below were provided to the VET for reference in reviewing and analyzing the project
design.
- Loyal Heights Elementary Schematic Documents Estimate Summary. Prepared by The Robinson Company;
June 4, 2015.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Geotechnical Report. Prepared by Amec Foster Wheeler Environment &
Infrastructure, Inc.; May 15, 2015.
- Seattle Public Schools Technical Building Standards. Prepared by Seattle Public Schools; December 2012.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Community Meeting Presentation. Prepared by BLRB; March 12, 2015.
- Loyal Heights School Existing Drawings. Prepared by F.A. Naramore, Architect; May 5, 1931.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Sustainable Presentation. Prepared by BLRB; April 28, 2015.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Schematic Design Drawings. Prepared by BLRB; June 1, 2015.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Colored Elevations. Prepared by BLRB; May 29, 2015.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Site Analysis/Environmental Context. Prepared by BLRB; December 16,
2014.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Landscape. Prepared by Thomas V. Rengstorf Associates; June 1, 2015.
- Loyal Heights Elementary Topographic Survey. Prepared by AHBL; December 18, 2014.
- Loyal Heights Elementary Arborist Report. Prepared by Tree Solutions, Inc.; February 5, 2015.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Site and Exploration plan – Soils Report/Area of Subgrade Improvement.
Prepared by Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.; April 15, 2015.
- Generic Elementary School Education Specifications for Four-Section Elementary Schools. Prepared by
Seattle Public Schools; June 2012, revised May 2013.
- Loyal Heights Elementary Master Schedule Update. November 10, 2014.
- Loyal Heights Structural Evaluation. Prepared by PCS Structural Solutions; January 16, 2009.
- Hydrant Flow Test Report. Prepared by Seattle Public Utilities; February 25, 2013.
- Natural Resources Conservation Procedure. Prepared by Seattle Public Schools; Adopted November 1,
2006.
- Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition / Alternate A – addition to be new
construction. Prepared by BLRB; June 1, 2015.
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Design Drawings

Site Analysis // Environmental Context
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Level 1 and Site
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Level 3 Addition
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Site Photos

Frontage along NW 80th Street

Typical exterior brick and retrofit windows

Entry on NW 80th Street

South elevation at historic kindergarten
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View of play yard from 26th Ave. NW

Circle garden in neighborhood developed park area

View looking north across play field

Typical hallway
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Typical second floor hallway showing skylights

Food service off cafeteria commons

June 2015

Gym space on east side of courtyard

Commons area with stage
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Commons area with folded dining tables

Kindergarten room

Basement boiler room furnace

Basement air supply fan
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Value Engineering Study Draft Agenda
Loyal Heights Elementary
Seattle Public Schools

June 2015

WORKSHOP
Monday, June 8, 2014 – John Stanford Center Conf. Rm. JSCEE 2778, 2445 3rd Ave S, Seattle
8:45

Set Up
Set up meeting room

VE Facilitator

9:00

Introduction and Background
Introductions
Review VE agenda and methodology

SPS reps
BLRB Team
Säzän Team

9:15

Information
Project overview, program and goals
Design presentation
Review of project issues and constraints
Overview of program budget and current working estimate

11:00

Study Goals and Objectives
Review workshop goals and objectives
Review alternatives evaluation criteria

11:30

Site Tour – Loyal Heights Elementary, 2511 NW 80th St, Seattle
Review existing conditions

1:00

Lunch break – reconvene at Säzän Group, Ste. 1400, 600 Stewart St., Seattle

2:00

Document Review
Individual review of the project documents by the VE team members

2:30

Observations
Document observations on how and how well baseline design achieves program and
project goals

3:15

Function Analysis
Examine major elements & systems
Identify unique or specialized functions required to meet project objectives
Expand on functions required to meet project objectives and performance requirements

4:00

Break

4:15

Creative Speculation
Identify functions for consideration
Speculate on alternative solutions

5:00

Adjourn
Review agenda for next day

Project Team
- as-needed
Säzän Team
Säzän Team
Säzän Team

Tuesday, June, 9, 2015 – Large Conference Rm., Säzän Group
8:00
10:00

Creative Speculation - continued
Speculate on alternative solutions

Säzän Team

Break
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10:15

Evaluation
Review performance evaluation factors
Score ideas and select alternatives for development
Assign person responsible for follow-up; distribute workbooks

12:00

Lunch break

1:00

Development
Follow up on issues and questions
Prepare analysis of alternatives
Document technical, risk and cost analysis with supporting calculations, sketches,
research and estimates

5:00

Adjourn
Review agenda for next day

Wednesday, June 10, 2015 – Large Conference Rm. Säzän Group
8:00
12:00
1:00

Development
Continue development

Säzän Team

Lunch break
Development
Continue development
Draft report

5:00 Adjourn
Review agenda for next day
Thursday, June 11, 2015 – Large Conference Rm. Säzän Group
8:00

12:00

Development
Complete estimate reviews
Complete draft workbooks

Säzän Team

Lunch break

1:00

Development
Review draft workbooks / facilitator
Revise and complete documentation as needed

5:00

Adjourn

Friday, June 12, 2015 – Large Conference Rm. Säzän Group
8:00

Development
Review draft workbooks / facilitator
Revise and complete documentation as needed
Quality review/edits of workbooks
Revise workbooks as needed
Submit all study documentation to facilitator no later than 12:00

12:00

Lunch break

1:00

Prepare Results Presentation
Prepare key recommendations
Prepare key findings and issues

Säzän Team
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5:00

Adjourn

POST WORKSHOP
Tuesday, June 16, 2015 – John Stanford Center Conf. Rm. TBD, 2445 3rd Ave S, Seattle
1:30 Results Presentation
to Presentation of study findings and issues
approx. Presentation of study results and key recommendations
3:30 Next step actions

SPS reps
BLRB team
Säzän team
- as needed
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EMAIL

206-267-1700

spaget@sazan.com

Brian Urban

206-940-0320

brian.urban@skanska.com

Rob Robinson

Skanska GC/GM

206-406-1599

rob.robinson@skanska.com

Brad Megee

Säzän Group
503-416-2402
Electrical Engineering VE Team

bmegee@sazan.com

Tom Neely

Säzän Group
Mechanical Engineering VE
Team
Bassetti Architects
Architect VE Team

206-267-1700

tneely@sazan.com

206-340-9500

dbrubeck@bassettiarch.com

Seattle Public Schools
SR/PM

206-496-2561

pebecker@seattleschools.org

206-725-1211

nicoleh@lpdengineering.com

Don Brubeck

Nicole Hernandez LPD Engineering
Civil Engineering VE Team

X

PHONE

CVS VE Facilitator & Team
Lead/
Säzän Group
Skanska GC/CM

Steven Paget

Eric Becker

X

DISCIPLINE/
REPRESENTING

NAME

Matt Motland

AHBL
Civil Design

206-267-2425

mmotland@AHBL.com

Steven Moore

Heery

206-851-6338

semoore@heery.com

Les Gerstmann

BLRB Architects

253-627-5599

lgerstmann@blrb.com

Sandro Kodama

Quantum Consulting Engineers 206-957-3907
VE Team

skodama@quantumce.com

Jonah Jensen

BLRB Architects
Project Architect

253-627-5599

jjensen@blrb.com

Bret Maddox

PCS Structural Solutions
Design Structural Engineer

253-383-2797

bmaddox@pcsstructural.com

Mike Roberts

Hargis Engineers
Electrical Design Team

206-448-3376

mike.roberts@Hargis.biz

Mike McBee

Seattle Public Schools
MEP Coordinator

206-252-0587

mdmcbee@seattleschools.or
g

Brad Sayre

VE Estimator and Construction
Management Review

253-208-5842

bradcsayre@gmail.com
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EMAIL

Josh Robischon

Metrix Engineers

206-999-4366

joshr@metrixeng.com

Reid Herron

Metrix Engineers

206-550-7349

reidh@metrixeng.com

Tom Rengstorf

Thomas Rengstorf Associates

206-682-7562

trengstorf@trengstorf.com

Dave Pool

BLRB Architects

253-627-5599

dpool@blrb.com

ARCHITECT'S RESPONSE AND RECOMMENDATION MATRIX FOR VALUE ENGINEERING
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

Idea No

Idea

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

Conserve Energy
CE-1 Complete a life cycle cost analysis of the Trombe
wall.

DS

R

-$73,504 Metrix: Trombe wall not to be included in design. Not desired by
SPS maintenance and not feasible due to project budget. (BLRB)
Payback period of energy costs expected to be excessive and the
need for construction cost reductions is urgent. Modeling LCA of
the trombe wall benefits are unlikely to be a fiscal benefit to the
District.

CE-2

Complete life-cycle cost benefit analyses on
individual energy conservation measures, e.g.
shading devices, fenestration, thermal insulation,
etc., early in design development to compare
options.

DS

A

$0 Metrix: ELCCA comparative modeling will be completed as part of
early DD phase design deliverable.

CE-3

Use spray foam insulation at existing exterior walls.
(Includes ES-56)

$0

C

$0 Metrix: Spray foam in exterior walls is included as part of
modeling exercise noted in CE02 above and will be considered.

CE-4

Model ratio of exterior solid wall assemblies and
fenestration to optimize thermal performance.

DS

A

$0 Metrix: Metrix will continue to model system envelope design
features being considered for the project as directed by BLRB.
Glazing reduction items below will cover specific fenestration
reductions.

CE-5

At courtyards, eliminate sunshades where less
effective and increase solar heat gain coefficient of
glazing.

DS PA

-$227,520 BLRB: BLRB proposes to eliminate sunshades, including revising
window area and exposure, use roller shades and increase the
SHGC in glazing as appropriate.

CE-8

Reduce glazing at north elevation of courtyard.

-$75,000

A
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-$3,763 BLRB: Basis of design assumed storefront. The roof will be
lowered to accommodate storefront further and aligning the
roof with adjacent roofs to simplify the structure and roof
assembly.

ARCHITECT'S RESPONSE AND RECOMMENDATION MATRIX FOR VALUE ENGINEERING
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

Idea No

CE-9

Idea

Reduce glazing at south wall of gym.

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

-$78,000

A

-$20,677 BLRB: Eliminate the curtainwall and replace with CMU veneer,
reduce storefront above side exit and replace with metal panel
siding.

-$111,000

A

-$111,000 BLRB: Alternative plan deletes the third floor, reducing glazing at
corridor to near zero.

CE-11 Reduce glazing at south wall of dining area.

-$47,000

A

-$19,763 BLRB: Glazing area will be eliminated above the canopy deleting a
similar amount of curtainwall area as VE proposal.

CE-12 Reduce glazing at east elevation of main entry.

-$38,000 PA

-$15,652 BLRB: Glazing at the main entry is an important feature to
provide visual and functional transparency to the public where
supervision and visual cues are critical. However, glazing area will
be reduced to reduce cost and increase energy efficiency.

CE-10 Reduce glazing at north elevation of 3rd floor.

CE-13 Model life cycle cost benefit of thermal phase change
ceiling tiles relative to existing thermal mass of space
and eliminate if pay back is less than 10 years.

DS PA

-$180,000 BLRB: Delete phase change material.
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ARCHITECT'S RESPONSE AND RECOMMENDATION MATRIX FOR VALUE ENGINEERING
Loyal Heights Elementary School Modernization and Addition
Seattle Public Schools

Idea No

Idea

Construct Project
CP-116 Evaluate estimate and constructability

Condition Space
CS-19 Reduce quantity of VAV heat recovery ventilation
units (VAHRUs) and increase use of ductwork for
ventilation distribution. (Includes CS-25)

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

DS

C

$0 BLRB: The estimate was developed in a building systems
approach appropriate at a schematic design level, which includes
many of the items noted by the VE team. With that said, the
analysis will be used as the project costs continue to be assessed.
The GCCM will review the project and provide constructability
appraisals through design development. Again, Sazan's valuable
analysis will be considered in this process. The basement and
third floor areas will be reduced in future design iterations to
reduce the high costs of these areas.

-$898,000

C

-$170,000 Metrix: Accepting a hybrid of this proposal, reducting VAHRU's to
consolidate and serve multiple floors and zoning per new
proposed building massing. VAHRU's shall only be provided for
Classroom displacement zones and Administration areas (4
VAHRU units total). Also, as part of revised AHU approach, heat
recovery will be omitted in a number of areas such as Gym,
Commons, Music, Comp Labs and Library. Since elimination of the
basement area is considered in OI-94, cost savings here are only
associated with the revised mechanical scope.
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Idea No

Idea

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

CS-30 Set separate EUI benchmark goals for the renovation
and for the new construction.

DS

C

$0 Metrix: Any deviation must be approved by the BEX committee as
well as by SPS. Direction to attain EUI of 20 was set forth by
these respective parties. Recent cost reduction initiative to bring
project within budget, and to reduce overall project equipment
room sf, will increase EUI, so a separate benchmarked goal is a
reasonable consideration. No cost is attributed to this item any
reduction in the EUI goal would be associated with other specific
VE initiatives.

CS-32 Use radiant floor heating in childcare building.

DS

R

Metrix: Reject, current SPS standard requies split-system heat
pumps or packaged rooftop heat pumps as building is metered
and controlled independent of the remaining campus.

CS-45 Use air-to-water heat pump for hydronic heating and
cooling in lieu of geothermal wells and water-towater heat pump.

-$1,202,000

R

CS-115 Restore and upgrade existing heating and ventilation
system. (Includes CS-20)

-$76,000

R
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$865,000 Metrix: SPS maintenance has indicated this solution would not be
acceptable for their use, and they'd rather see a ground loop with
air-water heat pumps at each zone, or a two-pipe fan coil design,
as published in their District Standards in lieu of this cost savings
measure.
Metrix: SPS maintenance has indicated this approach would not
be acceptable in meeting their operational needs.

ARCHITECT'S RESPONSE AND RECOMMENDATION MATRIX FOR VALUE ENGINEERING
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Idea No

Idea

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

Distribute Power
DP-52 Use generator for life-safety back-up power.

$15,000

R

Hargis: This is an added cost. The suggested value of maintaining
a single source for emergency power is valid, however, it adds
risk when a failure occurs. Further, the District standard is to use
local battery packs at Elementary Schools and generators only at
the Middle and High Schools.

DP-53 Use central inverter for life safety back-up power.

$22,000

R

Hargis: This is an added cost. The suggested value of maintaining
a single source for emergency power is valid, however, it adds
risk when a failure occurs. Further, the District standard is to use
local battery packs at Elementary Schools and the maintenance
protocols are established for their replacement. We are not
aware of any sites in SPS where central inverters are utilized.

Enhance Audio
EA-70 Confirm acoustical performance of thermal phase
change ceiling tiles.

DS

R

BLRB: Phase change materials are relatively new to the building
industry and not common knowledge. This material was
proposed to lay above ceiling tiles to provide a thermal lag to
occupied space to reduce peak heating and cooling loads.
Standard ceiling tiles are used that provide acoustic absorption as
required to establish the necessary room acoustics. The phase
change material proposed has no effect on room acoustics.
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Idea No

Idea

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

Enclose Space
ES-56 Delete air/vapor barrier at existing exterior concrete
walls. (Included in CE-03)

-$16,000

C

-$16,500 BLRB: The air/vapor barrier proposed at existing exterior
concrete walls was included as a conservative approach to
envelope design. The closed cell insulation also acts as an
air/vapor barrier and when properly sealed at the joints will
provide all of the properties required of an air/vapor barrier.
Further analysis will be conducted to confirm the thermal and
vapor passage characteristics required to meet the project goals.

ES-61 Delete roof-top pavers. (Includes SL-80)

-$90,000

A

-$6,800 BLRB: Roof-top pavers are not needed in the case that the green
roof is deleted from the project. To meet the project budget, the
green roof and pavers will be omitted.

DS

A

$0 BLRB: Daylighting studies will be conducted in the design
development phase and the size and location of skylights will be
adjusted to optimize their performance.

-$8,000

R

Hargis: Low voltage lighting relays are now the typical lighting
control approach by the lighting industry. However, market
acceptance of this technology has been inconsistent due to
complexity and ease-of-use issues. The SPS does not allow LV
control systems at this time in order to ensure dependable
operation and integration with the DDC.

Illuminate Space
IS-62 Model placement and effectiveness of skylights early
in design development.

IS-69 Use low voltage lighting control relay panels in lieu of
building management system (BMS) contactor
lighting controls.
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Idea No

Idea

Manage Stormwater
MS-71 Locate stormwater detention/infiltration pipes based
on additional soil infiltration tests.

MS-72 Use pervious asphalt at play area.

MS-76 Include green roof in drainage design calculations.

MS-81 Delete green roof.

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

DS

R

$2,000 BLRB: The cost of additional testing will provide marginal, if any,
construction cost reduction benefit in the best case scenario.
Based on known site soils information it is unlikely that the
location chosen for the detention structure will have much effect
on its eventual infiltration performance. The cost of testing is
approximately $12-15,000. If additional geotechnical testing was
performed and the results allow the civil design use a design
infiltration rate of 1 inch/hour instead or 0.5 inches/hour, the
detention tank cost could potentially be reduced by
approximately $10,000.

$3,000

R

$3,000 BLRB: Pervious asphalt requires annual maintenance to prolong
its infiltration performance, which the District is not equipped to
do. Stormwater infiltration will be focused on raingardens at the
perimeter of the paved play area.

DS

R

-$274,000

A

BLRB: Deleting the green roof has been accepted to reduce
project costs eliminating the opportunity for stormwater
infiltration and retention at the roof.
-$162,170 TRA: This item was deleted as a result of recommendations by
the VE Team and acceptance by the Owner.
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Idea No

Idea

Organize Interior
OI-88 Implement Alternative A.

OI-92 Locate electrical room on east side of building.

OI-93 Locate electrical room on 1st floor.
OI-94 Place VAV heat recovery ventilation units (VAHRUs)
that fit in the existing basement areas and balance of
units in rooftop penthouses. (Includes CS-19, CS-24,
OI-91, SL-103, SL-111)
Organize Site
OS-102 Retain existing playground and park developments
and add new site improvements north of playground.

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

-$2,675,000

C

-$2,675,000 BLRB: Alternative plan options A through F were developed by
the Design Team in response to the SD estimate. Alternative A
appeared to be the most cost efficient of the early options. This
alternative 3- story plan was developed further into a more cost
efficient 2-story scheme, Alternate F, now under consideration.

NP

R

-$29,000

A

-$2,254,000

C

$1,337,249 BLRB: Subsequent design proposals greatly reduce the added
basement area required to house VAHRU's with a majority of the
units being housed in rooftop penthouses.

-$359,000

R

TRA: Existing lawn areas are in poor condition, and an asphalt
replacement is recommended for maximum play function.
Existing wallballs pose security and visibility hazards, and should
not be retained. (BLRB) Educational program requires maximum
utilization of the playground area.

BLRB: Locating the electrical service equipment close to the
service entrance at the site boundary makes sense, however,
building services are located on the west side where service truck
access is more suitable and away from the main public entrance.
The compact building and the tight site do not accommodate
shifting spaces to fit electrical service equipment amongst
childcare functions.
$29,000 Accepted.
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Idea No

Idea

Support Load
SL-105 Use wood-frame construction at addition south of
gridline H.3.

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

Comments

-$203,000

R

PCS: Due building type being used to accommodate the building
area, and the spans of the second floor framing in the revised
plans over the commons area, wood framing is not a viable
option.

SL-106 Use wood-frame structure for roof at gym, dining and
kitchen areas with structural CMU walls.

-$99,000

R

PCS: Using wood structure with CMU walls at the large volume
areas is not viable. The high diaphragm forces required by the
CMU wall anchorage would require the use of two layers of
plywood at the roof diapragm, which would serve to negate most
of the predicted savings. In addition, the building type being
considered to allow the building area without additional fire
separations, precludes us from the use of wood structure.

SL-108 Frame roof structures of gym, dining and kitchen at
one elevation. (Includes ES-54)

-$96,000

A

-$96,000 PCS: The plan has been revised substantially in this area to
remove the third floor from the existing structure. As a result, the
roof planes in the area in question have been adjusted to
accommodate the new plan and to reduce the overall volume in
the Commons.

SL-109 Use wood-frame construction at childcare addition.

-$40,000

R

PCS: Mixing in wood frame construction for such a small portion
of the building will add complexity with little to no benefit.
Simply bringing on a new set of Subcontractors to provide wood
frame products for this small area is likelt to negate the predicted
savings.

SL-112 Use geopiers at new foundations in lieu of overexcavation and structural backfill.

-$92,000

A

-$513,000 PCS: This is being incorporated into the project. BLRB: 2-story
scheme proposed elimnates the basement in the addition
allowing geopiers to be used in lieu of basement area.
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Idea No

Idea

SL-113 Show on drawings the temporary shoring required at
existing building basement excavation.

July 31, 2015
VE Team
Estimated
Value

Team
Recommendation &
Estimated Value

DS

C

$0 PCS: With the revised plan, there will be far less work occurring in
the existing crawl space, however, excavations in the basement
where needed will be fully developed as design progresses. It is
simply too early to show this in any detail at the SD level.

Subtotal of VI items marked Accept (12)

A

-$904,173

Subtotal of VI items marked Partially Accept (3)

PA

-$423,172

Subtotal of VI items marked Consider Further (8)

C

-$1,524,251

Total of VI items to be included in the project

Total of VI items Rejected (16)

-$2,851,596
R

Comments

-$1,947,000
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Recommendation Legend
A Accept
PA Partially Accept
C Consider Further
DS Design Suggestion
R Reject
NP Not Priced

